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Religious  Emphasis  Programs Set For Next Week 
Clemson Gets $30,000 WPA Grant 




Begins March 1 
Business Manager J. C .Littlejohn 
announced today that Funds have 
been granted in Washington by 
the Works Progress Administration 
for the completion of the Clemson 
field house. 
Governor Burnet R. Maybank 
informed Mr. Littlejohn by tele- 
graph this week that President 
Roosevelt had informed him of the 
acceptance of the request. 
Mr. Littlejohn said that the ex- 
act amount of the grant is not 
known. It is believed, however, that 
the total has been set at about 
$30,000. 
Work on the field house, Mr. 
Littlejohn said, which will cost be- 
tween $50,000 and $75,000, will be 
started as soon as college officials 
are officially notified of the ac- 
ceptance of the grant. The differ- 
ence between the WPA grant and 
the total cost of construction will 
be taken from the treasury of the 
athletic association. 
The greatest part of the money 
will be spent on the construction 
of the front side. of the building. 
To house the athletic offices, dress- 
ing rooms, lounging rooms, can- 
teens, dormitory rooms, class 
rooms, and showers, the extension 
will hs.. four stories high. The 
foundation for the extension was 
started when the field house was 
originally constructed, but it could 
not be completed due to a short- 
age of funds. 
v Final plans will also provide for 
adequate space to accommodate 
girls who attend the week-end 
dances and visiting athletic teams. 
If present ideas materialize, the 
basement—the floor on the same 
level with the gymnasiums—will 
be used for dressing and equip- 
ment rooms, the first floor for ath- 
letic offices and athletic class- 
rooms, and for a ladies lounge; the 
second floor will be used for dor- 
mitory rooms and large athletic 
class rooms which could be con- 
verted into sleeping quarters in an 
emergence; and the third floor will 
be made up entirely of dormitory 
rooms. 
Dave Watson, superintendent of 
the college buildings and grounds, 
will be in charge of construction. 
CUBS—Ten prominent members of the junior 
class were elected to Tiger Brotherhood, campus 
honorary leadership fraternity, recently. These- men, 
now undergoing a two weeM period  of  informal 
initiation, are shown above with wooden keys 
and paddles. They are from left to right: Ross, 
Dreisbach, Holmes, Young, Owen, Caughman, Hor- 
ton, Mace McAlister, Bonnette. 
—Photo by Hufford 
Ten Outstanding Juniors Tapped 
By Campus Leadership Fraternity 
Poore Gets Captain, 
Others Elevated 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, com- 
mandant, today announced the fol- 
lowing promotions in the cadet 
brigade: 
1. Executive lieutenant Frank J. 
Poore, Co. K-2, to be captain, com- 
mander Co. B-2. 
2. First lieutenant J. O. W. Rich- 
ardson, Co. A-l, to be executive 
lieutenant,  Co. K-2. 
3. First lieutenant P. E. Morgan, 
Co. C-2, to be executive lieutenant, 
Co. E-2. 
4. Sgt. Frank H. Horton, Co F-l, 
to be first sergeant, Co. F-l. 
Stewart Accepts 
Job With College 
Eugene Stewart, mid-year grad- 
uate in agricultural economics, 
has been employed by the Clemson 
dairy department as superintend- 
ent of advanced registry testing. 
Stewart succeeds Earl ■ McCurry, 
who has been promoted to clerk of 
the extension service bulletin 
room. 
New Tiger Staff 
Announces Dates 
Of Distribution 
This issue, the first one 
handled entirely by the new 
staff, is the first Tiger pub- 
lished since January 25. Ex- 
aminations held up publication 
one week, and the new staff 
took a week out after exami- 
nations to organize the staff 
to carry through the rest of 
this  semester. 
Except the week of spring 
holidays, the Tiger will be pub 
lished every Thursday until the 
end of the school session. The 
illness of several members of 
the composing room staff of 
the Anderson Independent and 
Daily Mail, printers of the 
Tiger, made it impossible to 





Wright Bryan, editor of the Ti- 
ger in 1926, was this week appoint- 
ed managing editor of the Atlanta 
Journal. Bryan has been with the 
Atlanta paper since his graduation. 
The Atlanta newspaperman grad- 
uated in civil engineering and stud- 
ied jouralism at the Neff School of 
Journalism at the University of 
Missouri for  one  year. 
According to nis father, A. B. 
"Bald Head" Bryan, publicity di- 
rector for the extension department, 
Wright first got "printers ink on 
his fingers" while a student at the 
Clemson-Calhoun high school. His 
father was then correspondent for 
several daily newspapers, and 
Wright began his career by taking 
care  of  siports  for  "Bald Head." 
When Bryan entered Clemson in 
1922, he was put on the Tiger staff 
as sports reporter, and graduated 
to sports editor the next year. Nat- 
urally enough, Wright inherited his 
father's nickname even though he 
wore a heavy shock of black hair. 
Today at meetings of Clemson men, 
the six-foot, five inch news hawk is 
still hailed as "Bald Head." During 
his reign as sports editor of the 
Tiger his column was "The Bald 
Head Row." 
Bryan was managing editor of 
The Tiger in 1925. During the sum- 
mers of 1924 and 1926 Wright work- 
ed on the Greenville Piedmont un- 
der Dr. J. Rion McKissick, president 
of the University of South Carolina, 
then city editor of the Piedmont. 
After completing a year at tb,e 
University of Missouri, he began 
work with the Journal as cub re- 
porter at fifteen dollars a week. In 
two years he was made city hall 
reporter, and four years ago was 
promoted to city editor. His ap- 
pointment to the managing editor's 
chair filled the vacancy left by 
the resignation of J. S. Pope. 8 
Bryan is a member of Samma 
Alpha Mu, honor writers' fratern- 




Arthur Williams, '39 graduate in 
Pre-Med, is now working in the 
Registrar's office here. 
Williams completed the four year 
course in three and one half years, 
was a high honor student, a mem- 
ber of the varsity boxing team, the 
Block C Club, Beta Sigma Chi, 
was president of Sigma Tau Epsi- 
lon, a member of the Pre-Med 
Club, secretary of Gamma Alpha 
Mu, honor writer's fraternity, and 
a member of other campus organi- 
zations. 1 
Initiation Continues 
Through Next Week 
Tiger Brotherhood, campus hon- 
orary leadership fraternity, last 
week elected. ten outstanding jun- 
iors to membership. The men 
named are: F. Sieg Holmes, Ed- 
gar Ross, Lauren Dreisbach, Dick 
Caughman, J. S. Mace, Ed Young, 
George Bonnette, P. W. McAlister, 
Frank Horton and S. E. Owen. 
Holes, from Denmark, is 'major- 
ing in industrial education. He 
is a first sergeant, captain of 
Pershing Rifles, and a member of 
Sigma  Epsilon,   social  club. 
Ross, Savannah, Ga., is study- 
ing textile engineering. He is a 
member of Sigma Epsilon, the 
boxing team, the Block C club, 
and is president of the first ser- 
geant's club. * 
Dreisbach, a battalion sergeant 
major from Columbia, is also a 
member of Sigma Epsilon, Block 
C, and the varsity boxing team. 
Caughman from Columbia, is a 
first sergeant, executive committee- 
man of the Young Democrats, and 
a member of the Junior Taps staff. 
Mace, Charleston, is manager oof 
the rifle team, a member of Minor 
C, the Scouter's Service Society, 
Pershing Rifles, sports editor of 
The Tiger, International Relations 
club, Calhoun Forensic Society, and 
an honor chemistry student. 
Young, from Florence, is a mem-, 
ber of the BSU, YMCA cabinet, 
and vice president of the junior 
class- 
Bonnette, wan am officer and 
band leader from Florence, is direc- 
tor of the Clemson concert orches- 
tra and parade band. 
McAlister, first sergeant from 
Greenville, is a member of the 
Junior CDA and Sigma Phi, social 
group. 
Horton, a member of the Junior 
CDA, Alpha Chi Psi, Block C, is 
first sergeant of the athletic com- 
pany. 
Owen, from Batesburg, is bri- 
gade supply sergeant and a mem- 
ber of Sigma Epsilon. 
Class Cuts Rule 
Changes Approved 
For This Semester 
Registrar G. E. Metz an- 
nounced today that changes In 
the class attendance regulation 
which states that students will 
be dropped from all classes 
which he cuts either on the two 
days before or after holidays 
have been approved for this 
semester. 
The rule, Mr. Metz said, wUl 
be changed so that a student 
may be absent from a class on 
the two days before or after 
holidays if a signed statement 
from the professor is obtained 
stating that the student attend- 
ed a later class before the holi- 
days or class before the cut 
after the holidays. Unless the 
statements are presented to the 
registrar's office, however, the 
student will be dropped from all 
classes which he missed as stat- 
ed in the original regulation. 
The suggestion that the class 
attendance regulations should 
be changed was made by the 
Senior Council. 8 
Tau Beta Pi Head 
Visits Unit Here 
C. H. Spencer, national presi- 
dent of Tau Beta Pi, honorary en- 
gineering fraternity, spoke to the 
Clemson chapter last week at a 
banquet staged in his honor in the 
college mess hall. 
Dean S. B: Earle, of the school 
of engineering, introduced Mr. 
Spencer who spoke on the "What 
the Tau Beta Pi Is Doing Now." 
Sunday, members of the Clemson 
Tau Beta Pi chapter conducted a 
tour of the engineering depart- 
ment, and college buildings and 
grounds for Mr. Spencer. 
Preston Garrett, Tau Beta Pi 
president,  was  in  charge    of   ar- 
Students To Aid 
Finnish Relief 
By Contributions 
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, president, 
'this week received a letter from, 
former President Herbert Hoover 
requesting that he set up an or- 
ganization here for collecting 
contributions to the Finnish Relief 
Fund, of which Hoover is chair- 
man. 
Dr. Sikes immediately approved 
the program and selected Colonel 
Herbert M. Pool, commandant, to 
lead the barracks drive and ap- 
pointed the heads of the various 
schools to supervise the campaign 
within their departments. 
Colonel Poole, in commenting on 
the drive said, "I think it is an 
admirable  program.    All  contribu- 
tions   will be entirely   voluntary; 
everyone, however will be given an 
opportunity  to    subscribe through 
their company commanders. 
President Enoch W. Sikes 
Clemson  Agricultural  College 
Clemson,  South Carolina. 
Dear Dr. Sikes: 
I hope that you will be will- 
ing to interest yourself in the 
Finnish relief fund, an organi- 
zation which I and my col- 
leagues have set up to help 
ameliorate distress conditions 
among the civilian population 
of Finland. The creation of 
this fund gives every American 
an opportunity to show his 
practical sympathy for the 
Finnish people in their fight 
for the integrity of their na- 
tion. Their needs are urgent 
and increasing. 
I trust you may see your way 
clear to appoint a committee 
among the faculty and students 
to re-crult funds and at the 
same time make evident the 
moral and spiritual support of 
your community to the cause 
of the people of Finland. 
The enclosed leaflet gives 
the names and addresses of 
the state chairman for your 
state who will aid you, should 
you desire. 
I fully realize the pressing 
needs of many of our own peo- 
ple. I would not wish any con- 
tributions to this fund for Fin- 
land to lessen the support of 
all these other needs, both at 
home and abroad. However, I 
firmly believe that America 
should also make some sacri- 
fices for the brave Finns who 
are making an heroic stand 




Pool To Command 
FortMcClellan 
Summer Training 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, com- 
mandant, will be in command of 
the R. O. T. C. summer camp at 
Fort McClellan, Anniston, Ala. He 
was notified this jyeek by the War 
department. 
The camp will open June 7, and 
will be attended by some 300 Clem- 
son juniors. 
Last year Majors David Barnett, 
Russell Walthour, Hugh Dumas, 
and Glenn Hufford were on duty 
at McClellan and, proved popular 
with the majority of the trainees. 
Registrar Announces 
Spring Holiday Dates 
Registrar G. E. Metz today 
announced that the - annual 
Spring Holidays will be from 
noon Friday, March 29 to Tues- 
day night, April 2. 
"Students will be excused af- 
ter their last class Friday if it 
terminates before 12 o'clock," 
Metz said. 
An order will be issued with- 
in the next fews days stating 
the time of return Tuesday 
night. 8 
George Campbell Bev. G. Ray Jordan, D. D. 
Clemson Ag Men 
Attend Workers 
Birmingham Meet 
Some forty members of the agri- 
cultural school, attended the forty- 
first annual convention of the As- 
sociation of Agricultural Workers 
in Birmingham, Alabama February 
7-9. The convention had as its 
theme: "The [Next Step In A Bal- 
anced Agriculture For The South." 
Clemson had the largest represen- 
tation among some twenty or thir- 
ty colleges and universities. 
Several members or the Clemson 
faculty served on committees. R. 
A. McGinty, vice-director of the 
experiment station, J. P. LaMaster, 
professor of dairying, and H. P. 
Cooper, dean of the school of ag- 
riculture, were respectively mem- 
bers of the graduate and organiza- 
tion, resolution, and executive com- 
mittees.     , 
Those who presented papers were 
Dr. H. P. Cooper, who spoke on 
"The Use Of Lime in "Balancing 
Our Southern Agriculture"; Dr. T. 
S. Peele, "The Effect of Calcium 
and Magnesium on the Physical 
Properties of Some Lateritic Soils"; 
L. V. Starkey, "The Essentials of a 
Practical Course in Animal Hus- 
bandry"; J. P. LaMaster, "The Fat 
Requirements of a Good Dairy 
Ration"; W. C. Nettles, "Some Ex- 
tension Experiences with a New 
Type of Ant-Bait Container"; Dr. 
J. B. Edmond, "The Use of Elec- 
tricity in Sweet Potato Plant Pro- 
duction"; J. T. Bregger and A. M. 
Musser, "Observations on Effects of 
Soil Covers as Conservation Prac- 
tices in Peach Orchards"; and Dr. 
C. H. Arndt, "Summary of the 1939 
Results of Regional Cotton Seed 
Test A". 
Drs. W. R. Paden, C. H. Arndt 
J. B. Edmond, and W. T Ferrier 
were elected officers for the com- 
ing year. 
An interesting feature of the 
meeting was a trip provided by the 
Tennessee Coal and Iron company 
to their, various mines, steel mills, 
and blast furnaces. The trip was 
made by train and occupied all of 
one afternoon. 
Dr. I. O. Schaube, dean of N. C. 
State, was elected president of the 
association for the coming year. 
Retired Editor 
To Offer Course 
In Journalism 
Earl Mazo, retired Tiger editor, 
is conducting a course in praactical 
journalism this semester. The first 
class was held Thursday in Prof. 
Lane's room, Main building. 
The course, designed especially 
for members of the Tiger staff, 
is non-credit and open to the 
student body. ' It will be given 
every Thursday evening. 
Outlining the features of his 
course, Mazo said yesterday that 
he will attempt to cover the high 
points in news writing and new 
gathering, features, newspaper 
make-up, and general information. 
He said that professional newspa- 
permen and members of the Clem- 
son faculty will be called in from 
time to time to discuss specific 
points of the subject. 
This course, although non-credit 
is the only one concerned with 
journalism offered at Clemson. 
Mazo will be assisted in his-teach- 
ing by George McMillan, retired 
managing editor of the Tiger, and 
Manny Lawton, retired business 
manager. 
Spring Inspection, 
Visitor's Day Dates 
Announced By Pool 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, com- 
mandant, today announced that 
Clemson's annual spring tactical 
inspection, conducted by the War 
department will be held May 9, 10, 
11 and 12. 
Inspections of tactical problem 
demonstrations, rooms, class in- 
struction, equpiment and personnel 
will be held on the ninth and 
tenth; all competitive drills will be 
held the eleventh; and Sunday, the 
twelfth, will foe observed as visitor's 
day with the customary parade 
and inspection of barracks. 
Dicks Designs 
Easley Building 
R. L. Dicks, graduate of Clem- 
son, the class of 1925, is supervis- 
ing architect for the Easley post- 
office  which  is   being   constructed. 
MlbWINTERS SLATED FOR MARCH 1. 2 
Honorary Cadet Colonel To Be Chosen 
By   BARNEY   MARSHALL 
If March comes in like a lion 
it has ample reason to do so, for 
Clemson's social lions will also oe 
on the loose for Military Ball. 
March 1-2. Just two week-ends 
away is the impressive and tradi- 
tional dance series, and President 
Harry McKeown of the Central 
Dance association has announced 
that the Clemson Jungaleers have 
been signed to play. 
Perhaps just as important as the 
dance series is the selection of the 
honorary cadet colonel who will 
represent the corps of cadet at the 
annual Moonlight parade some time 
in April of this year. Speculation 
as to the judges' choice of the reign- 
ing beauty is running high, and 
only watchful waiting can give the 
answer. 
The winner this year will be 
chosen by three judges from the 
sixteen young women who will spon- 
sor for members of the Scabbard 
and Blade for whom the dances are 
staged. The lucky girl will be de- 
cided upon at the Scabbard and 
Blade banquet Friday night, March 
1 and will be announced to the 
corps after intermission of the same 
night. Judges of the beauty con- 
test have not yet been asked, but 
they will probably b- Colonel H. 
M. Pool, Major A. H. Dumas, and 
Major J. V. Sims. Colonel Pool 
will make the plaque award that 
goes along with the honor of being 
honorary colonel. 
There   will   be   three   dances   in 
the series.  The  Jungaleers,  Clem- 
son's very up-and-coming band, 
has really been putting out that 
good music this year. After each 
of their local engagements thus far 
there has been a great deal of talk 
about how smooth and sweet they 
have sounded, and they have made 
"Leap Year" true to its name. 
March winds will be blowing in 
two short weeks, so get over to the 
field house and get wind of who 
that cute gal will be. Making an 
early prediciton I'D say she'll be 
Miss  
New Amphitheater 
To Be Completed 
By Early Spring 
The Clemson college Amphithea- 
ter, a memorial gift presented by 
the class of 1915, is expected to be 
completed by mid-April at an ap- 
proximate cost of $10,000. 
Located in the natural ravine 
between the Clemson chemistry 
and dairy buildings, the amphi- 
theater will consist of a half-moon 
stage 170 feet wide by 60 feet at 
its deepest point, a dressing room 
at each side of the stage, a thir- 
teen foot back wall supporting a 
row of colonial columns, ^and per- 
manent seating arrangements for 
approximately 1,500 people. The 
theater is so situated, however, 
that an audience of 3,000 spectat- 
ors could be accommodated. With 
a view to night presentations, the 
entire stage will be finished in 
white stucco. 
David J. Watson, a member of 
Clemson's 1915 class and super- 
visor of the project, announced 
this week that a recent change of 
plans includes a unique stage cur- 
tain that will consist of a solid 
sheet of water immediately behind 
the footlights fountained to a 
height of ten feet. 
Officers of the class sponsoring 
the memorial, which is the largest 
task ever undertaken by any class, 
are: W. J. Hunter, New York, 
president; Professor J. B. Monroe, 
Clemson, first vice president; E. 
H. Pate, Lamarr, S. O, second vice 
president, and P. C. Crayton, An- 
derson, S. O, secretary and treas- 
urer. 
The class reunion will be held in 
June and at that time the mem- 
orial will be dedicated. Of the one 
hundred and seven who graduated 
in the class ninety-five are living. 
Hill Assumes Position 
As Littlejohn Asst. 
Howard Hill, connected with the 
receivership of the People's State 
Bank in Columbia since 1932 and 
an employee of the Woodside Na- 
tional Bank in Greenville twelve 
years prior to that, has been ap- 
pointed assistant to the business 
years to that, has been appointed 
assistant to the business manager 
of Clemson College. Mr. Hill, a 
Wofford College alumnus, suc- 
ceeds Thomas Stanley, who re- 
cently resigned his position at 
Clemson to accept a post in a 
Washington, D. O, architectural 
(firm. 
DANCE   SCHEDULE 
Second Semester 
Military  Ball  . .  . March  1,  2 
Athletic Ball .... March 22. 23 
Taps Ball April 19, 20 
Junior-Senior .... May 10, 11 
Finals May  31  and 





To Head Program 
Dr. G. Ray Jordan, pastor ot 
the Centenary Methodist Episco- 
pal church of Winston Salem, 
North Carolina, will be the prin- 
cipal speaker at a series of ser- 
vices to be held at Clemson next 
week in connection with religious 
emphasis week,. it was announced 
today by YMCA Secretary P. B. 
Holtzendorf, Jr. 
George Campbell, a popular col 
lege religious service director oi 
the YMCA, will conduct the song 
services of the series and aid Dr. 
Jordon at all of the services. 
Beginning with an all - denomi- 
national service in the college au- 
ditorium Sunday morning, at 
11:30, scheduled services will be 
held through Thursday. Services 
will be held in the college audi- 
torium at 12:10 Monday, and in 
the Methodist church at six 
o'clock Sunday evening, 6:30 Mon- 
day evening, and at 12:10 and 6:30 
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs- 
day. 
Arrangements for the week are 
being planned by Dr. Sidney J. 
L. Crouch, pastor of the Presby- 
terian church, David R. Clyburn 
pastor of the Methodist church, 
Donald E. Veale, pastor of the 
Episcopal church, John" K. Goode. 
pastor of the Baptist church, W. 
B. Wade,, student president of 
the . YMCA, and Mr. Holtzendorff." 
Dr. Jordan is considered one of 
the most able religious speakers 
in the South. The author of more 
than a half-dozen books, he is a!sn 
a contributor to several well known 
magazines and periodicals. He has 
traveled extensively, abroad and 
has lectured at most of the lead- 
ing southern colleges and univer- 
sities. He has studied at Duke 
University, Emory University, Yale, 
Union Theological Seminary, and 
at  the  University  of  Chicago. 
Among the subjects which Dr, 
Jordon will discuss here are: K 
Religion An Elective? when Our 
Ideals Fail Us, Is There A Moral 
Standard?, Judging or Judged?, A 
Man's Greatest Hour, What's 
The Use?, play Fair, Is Religion 
Realistic?, Don't Kid Yourself, In 
The Light of Eternity, There Is 
No Tomorrow, The Inescapable 
Christ, Do We Still Need A Sa- 
vior?, What Do We Want?, I Am 
For The Church, Character Or 
Chaos?, He Who Hath Seen A 
Vision, and is It Sissy To Be Re- 
ligious? 
Mir. Campbell's professional 
background is made up chiefly of 
service with the YMCA. He has 
had extensive experience, in con- 
ducting summer camps and young 
people's religious meetings. At 
present he is director of music 
for Kiwanis International. Mr. 
Campbell was aiso formerly a 
member' of the faculty of George 
Williams  College  of Chicago. 
In addition to the regular sche- 
duled services, special services will 
be planned next week for in- 
dividual groups. It was also an- 
nounced that some of the services 
might be moved from the Metho- 
dist church to the college audi- 
torium if the attendance is large 




Confuscius say too damn much... 
McDowell. 
When I get a drawing with excess 
real estate on it, I grade accord- 
ingly.—Klugh. 
A man who knows women knows 
too much—Orens. 
There's one thing more importan; 
than honesty but right now I don't 
remember what that is.—Edwards. 
I  am a preacher  of the  gospel 
of  Dairy  Science.—Goodale. 
I imagine you can pay it on the 
extortion plan.—Walthour. 
On this exam you nught detect a 
slight  similarity  between  some  of 
the things we've had In the course. 
—Sherman. 
I'm just as damn mean as they 
say I am—Ware. 
I think that The New York Times 
is second only to The Tiger— 
Crouch. 
If you must have a whiff of to- 
bacco come up and smoke my 
pipe—Taylor. 
If you can't sign your name, make 
a cross—just hurry up.—Fitzpatrick. 
A  gentleman is  not a  gentleman 
unless he carries a knife.—Shenk. 
TWO THE TIGER—The South''s Most Interesting College Newspaper Friday, February 16,1940. 
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On Taking Over . . . 
It is with a feeling of hesitancy and in- 
competancy that we assume the duties of 
directing the staff and governing the poli- 
cies of The Tiger. 
We follow the finest (to put it in the 
vernacular of ineffective superlatives) 
staff ever to control The Tiger. Under the 
leadership of the brilliant, dynamic Mazo, 
The Tiger has become the state's out- 
standing collegiate newspaper and has 
been appraised as "the South's most in- 
tek-°sting" by such authorities as Newbold 
Noyes, of the Washington Evening Star. 
We've enjoyed our short apprenticeship 
as stooges and now, merely a novice, we 
take over. It won't be easy we realize, but 
we hope to grow in experience and learn 
through diligent effort. 
Our aim: to conduct complete and ac- 
curate coverages of the news without dis- 
crimination, to maintain an editorial 
policy which is abreast of a progressing 
Clemson. 
Our promises: None. 
Religious Emphasis 
The Tiger endorses the efforts of the 
local churches and the YMCA in promot- 
ing Glemson's second annual Religious 
Emphasis Week program. 
We are keenly aware of the need for 
religion on this or any other college camp- 
us and feel that such a program as«the 
campus religious leaders are sponsoring 
incarnates values not to be found in the 
usual sectarian programs. 
It is an inter-denominational adven- 
ture in Unitarian worship which will tend 
to abolish sect prejudices and promote a 
spirit of tolerance and catholicity. 
Any Clemson man might well avail him- 
self of this opportunity to stimulate his 
intellectual and spiritual growth. 
Finest Sports Card Yet! 
The indoor sports season has been often 
thetfght of as the weak sister of the col- 
legiate sports year. But that was before 
double-headers like .the one in the field 
house Monday night were introduced. 
Few sporting events in the athletic his- 
tory of Clemson have packed as many, 
thrills for the spectators as the basket- 
ball game with the league-leading Duke 
Blue Devils, and the boxing matches with 
the ranking Southern Conference team of 
the Citadel. 
The basketball game with the Blue 
Devils has been rated as the best indoor 
sports event of the season. Few who saw 
the game will dispute that rating. It was 
a crucial game for both teams, and with 
stars like McFadden, Lancaster, Buchan- 
an, Mock, Valasek, and Holley shooting 
for the Southern Conference champion- 
ship with the score always within a few 
baskets of being tied, sports entertain- 
ment reached a peak. 
And the boxers drew no punches. Fight- 
ing to clinch the state championship, 
every man on the team was out to do 
battle, and win, lose, or draw, fighting 
took place. 
It will probably be a long time before 
another indoor sports program will offer 
so many thrills. Maybe it is best. The 
student body might go hysterical. 
—M. F. S. 
What Price Leaders? 
"Following the Leader" is one of the 
earliest childhood games that we learn- 
ed to play. The details of the simple 
game are probably very dim for most 
college students, but the principle of the 
name is obvious every day. 
Someone suggests something—just any- 
thing, as one Clemson stuflent leader said 
recently—and the flame for the sugges- 
tion begins to glow. The suggestion does 
not always have to be very good. Just 
has to sound good, and a lot of followers 
are ready to line up to back it. That 
psychological fact quite often makes it 
possible for a well organized minority to 
dictate the policy of  an  organization. 
With two thirds of the world at war, 
and with all of the "ism" powers of Eu- 
rope trying to a greater or lesser extent 
to propagate their ideals of government 
in America, it is of the greatest import- 
ance that America students weigh very 
carefully the idea which so called leaders 
endorse. 
We do not think that American demo- 
cracy is seriously threatened by the in- 
fluence of a minority of, "ism" idealists in 
college organizations. In an organization 
as large as the American Students Union, 
however, a few well organized Communists 
have created a stink that is not, we think, 
representative of American college stu- 
dents. The ASU is very likely not Com- 
munistic, but that small Communistic ele- 
ment has slipped a few fast ones by the 
"followers," and more than a few Ameri- 
cans—and some well known writers are 
included in this group—are thoroughly 
convinced that the ASU is through and 
through a Communistic tool. 
And that, we think, is the danger of 
careless allegiance: Unless all suggestions 
are carefully weighed, it is very easy for 
a collegiate organization to go on rec- 
ord for something that is entirely unrep- 
resentative of the group. Again, we say, 
this probably will not endanger Ameri- 
can democracy, but it might give college 
students a black eye that is entirely un- 
necessary. 
—M. F. S. 
This Week She Is 29 
This week on the occasion of the 
twenty-ninth anniversary of Anderson 
College, the Tiger extends congratula- 
tions and best wishes to Miss Anna Den- 
mark and the "best little college in South 
Carolina." Congratulations upon the com- 
pletion of more than a quarter of a cen- 
tury of service to Anderson and to edu- 
cation, and best wishes that Anderson 
College may continue to render the same 
high calibre of service. 
The Hornet Talks War! 
The Furman Hornet in a recent issue 
viewed with editorial alarm the training 
of civilian pilots by the government un- 
der the C. A. A. The Hornet seems serious- 
ly concerned with the possibility of the 
United States becoming engaged in war. A 
coneern  not  without  foundation. 
It seems, however, that the govern- 
ment is handling an unsuspecting popu- 
lace a gold-brick in the form of thous- 
ands of Cub-flying pilots. Underneath the 
glittering surface of the scheme the gov- 
ernment is laying the foundation of war, 
so said. It must be admitted that this 
is a welcome change, in that someone be- 
sides the munitions-makers is being ac- 
cused of war mongering. 
Such an interpretation of the C. A. A. 
is hardly warranted. 
If success in modern warfare depends 
largely upon the efficiency of the air 
corps in bombing, securing information 
about the enemy, and protecting its own 
troops—and a basic knowledge of mili- 
tary science and tactics will convince even 
the most skeptical that it does—the 
United States, to be well prepared, must 
have a large, well trained air force. 
And since it is the generally accepted 
American philosophy that the best secur- 
ity against war is to be prepared, the 
Tiger cannot view with alarm the fact 
that the CAA is providing aeroplane 
pilot training facilities for thousands of 
college students. The CAA, we think, is 
to be congratulated for stimulating a 
growing industry and for providing an 
adequate number of potential pilots for 
the defence of the United States. 
—C. C. E. 
CORNELL U HAS FIFTY PIECES OF-EARLY 
/WIERICAN FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT/ 
THE UNIV. OF ROCHESTER. 
HAS A COLLECTION OF- 
'PHONEY" STOCKS AMD 
BONDS. FACE VALUE IS 
*25<OCOV000 -ACTUAL ,*0.00.' 
Talk >fth Town 
By Earl Mazo 
It is amusing for art 'outsider' 
who has never been too interested 
in the college military to Watch 
the so-called snatch boys at work. 
It seems there are two types of 
snatchers—those who can and those 
who can't. 
For those who can, it really isn't 
snatching, as that term is con- 
sidered on the Clemson campus. 
These "can" boys are natural lead- 
ers, they fit in the high places, 
belong there, and are really the 
cream of the corps. They are the 
Alex Grahams, the Manly Stall- 
worths, the Crawford Lawtons, and 
others. This Graham-Stallworth- 
Lawton species know how to han- 
dle men. They preserve discipline 
and order, and lead the corps to 
top-flight military places with an 
ease and personality that is typi- 
cally Clemson. 
On the other hand the "can't" 
boys, the termites, are the snatch- 
ers who are all that word means 
when said with bitterness. They 
are the few who mistake consci 
entiousness for hysteria, and some 
Tew get top rank positions. For- 
tunately though, very few get past 
their career of junior snatching. 
Classic example of the "can'ts": 
there is the  cute young-battalion- 
LETTERS-- 
TO AND FROM 
TOM CLEMSON 
Winthrop Continues To Progress 
Winthrop, our sister college, last week 
began using her new $300,000 home eco- 
nomics building. 
This new plant will prove invaluable in 
extending the effectiveness of Winthrop 
training for efficiency. Long has she en- 
joyed the reputation of preparing her stu- 
dents  to  serve  South  Carolina. 
The Tiger congratulates a great Win- 
throp growing greater! 
The Ghost Of Mazo 
This week The Tiger readers will find a 
rejuvenated Talk of Town column, con- 
ducted by Earl Mazo, ex-editor and "has 
been." 
No doubt this column, in typical Mazo 
manner, will be vividly readable. He will 
limit his dissertations and tyrades to prac- 
tically nothing, we presume. 
His offerings should not be construed 
as the editorial policy of this newspaper. 
They may or may not be. 
REPUBLICAN   SPITFIRE 
Dear Tom 
Some weeks ago I made bold to 
write this column and declare that 
I was a Republican. 
The resulting furore was ex- 
tremely satisfying. The Democrats 
made haste to acknowledge the 
announcement by proposals and 
digs, mainly via the Tiger. 
It was rather like a child with 
a new toy. After considerable 
trouble and some expense a Young 
Democrat club was organized. So- 
cial plans were speedily perfect- 
ed; a date for every member who 
came to Columbia. A political club 
had been organized, but there 
wasn't any opposition. Such an 
aggregation might well be renam- 
ed the Young Democrat Social 
Club. 
But then opposition loomed on 
the horizon. The result would re- 
mind one of a boy with a new .22 
rifle when a sparrow alights on 
the twig over his head. 
I regret exceedingly that I am 
not a debater. Here is an alter- 
native suggestion, however. Per- 
haps some member of the oppo- 
sition, leading or otherwise, would 
care to debate the political issues 
of, the day through this column? 
The  potentialities  of  the  situa- 
tion are certainly interesting. 
Awaiting the storm, 
C. C. Tlphic. 
Ed. Note: Bill Wade, president 
of the Clemson chapter of the 
Young Democrats of South Caro- 
lina, is invited to answer Republi- 
can Elphick in next week's Tiger. 
We like the idea of a political de- 
bate and would suggest that Wade 
present the issue and challenge 
the Republicans to meet the 
Democrats on the stump at a 
meeting to which the student body 
would have access. 
sergeant-major who comes sneak- 
ing around behind first sergeants, 
literally clasping his hands at the 
thought of discrediting them In 
the eyes of his lord, the battalion 
commander, and shouting and bel- 
lowing at cadets, in typical Prus- 
sian style; but, somehow those 
shouts are tempered with an ado- 
lescent high-pitched voice. 
For the senior officer who hasn't 
yet learned about Clemson's won- 
derful democracy, I have only 
pity. 
For that little battalion-ser- 
geant-major I have scorn; and for 
the sake of the corps I hope his 
rank as a senior is like that of 
other "can'ts" who used the shove 
and shout system, and ended up 
with shave-tail buttons. It is a pity 
that these "can't" boys haven't the 
oomph to follow up on their mili- 
tary ambitions. They lack the per- 
sonality, the leadership ability, 
though, and Clemson cadets' mo- 
rale can't be sacrificed for the 
"can't" boys' ambitions. 
TALK OF TOWN 
Lloyd Smith is back from An- 
napolis. Folks say his record was 
so good the Navy refused at first 
to let him go. But something with 
plenty of pull down here pulled, 
and Lloyd's in his old stall, second 
floor, first barracks . . . Charles 
(Brigade Executive) Littlejohn 
gave what he considered a good 
recommendation for Stooge Owen 
last week. "He does everything I 
tell him to do," quoth the Colonel. 
And Young Owen is now a Tiger 
Brotherhood cub . . . The Pelley- 
Putrid-Propaganda crowd, which 
operates out of Asheville, has 
been flooding cadet mail boxes 
with all sorts of "good" news. Fea- 
ture of last week: How to Keep 
From Being Hungry, reduced from 
75 to 50 cents—1 buck for doth 
bound copy. 
The initiation season is here and 
some few unfortunates are roaming 
the campus carrying everything 
from Tiger Brotherhood keys down 
to  Alpha   Chi  Psi   eggs .Barney 
Marshall blushed for the first time 
in seven years Tuesday morning 
when Walter Cooley, in course of a 
student lecture in FAMILY class, 
deplored   the ' modern-day   petting 
that "young folks do so much of"  
The Citadel boxing team's bus was 
practically filled with Clemson men 
Sunday afternoon, during the jour- 
ney up. The low-country cadets 
picked up every hitch-hiking Clem- 
sonians en route, and pulled a 
"sportsmanship" stunt that sold 
many a Clemson man on that lower 
state institution. Prize remark: "If 
Citadel  boys  do  things like  that, 
they must be okay." As the story 
goes, Margaret McCollum, while 
demonstrating one of Pug Wilson's 
dynamite   punches   to   Vic   Wray, 
let go a right to Vic's chin. Vic 
landed on the floor. -» 
dent will be pleased and that the 
CDA will profit. 
Yours very truly, 
E. F. W. 
OfflER 
By MITCHELL SIMMONS 
Converse, or at least part of the 
writing fraternity over there was 
heated up last week-end. And 
they didn't draw any punches in a 
fiery story in the last issue of the 
Parley Voo in which they blasted 
Phil Spitalny for giving the hig_h 
hat to the Converse and Spartan- 
burg press in general. 
The friction brewed when Mr. 
Spitalny, who with his all girl or- 
chestra, was palying an engage- 
ment at one of the Spartanburg 
theatres, refused to grant the Con- 
versonians an interview. Not only 
did he not grant the interview but 
he added emphasis to his negative 
answer by slamming the door In 
the face of the Parley Voo represen- 
tatives. 
But that is not all. Some of the 
beautiful girls in the orchestra also 
declined an interview. 
Apparently Mr. Spitalny does not 
know Converse. Has, not heard of 
Converse's beautiful girls. Anyway 
Clemson has. We'll wager that 
they could get an interview almost 
anytime here. 
And, after all, we did have Will 
Osborne—among other things. 
Ed. Note:    "Amen!" 
LIMESTONE 
The Agronomist of the Limestone 
Lantern, sometimes known as the 
digger of the dirt, ,or, by name 
Wibbie Winkie, is fed up with ex- 
aminations.   And definitely. 
Says she, "W. W. W.'s brain is 
all frazzled around the eyes and 
her hair is several shades lighter— 
and all because of some silly old 
exam system we have because the 
teachers must find out what you've 
been knowing all year — exactly 
nothing. Something oughta' be 
done about it. Just think!—four 
good weeljs of one's life thrown 
away; two weeks to worry about 
exams, one week to have them; and 
one week to sit on pins while you 
wonder whether you flunked all of 
them." 
If the aforementioned agronomist 
would like to start a crusade or 
something to protect the unpro- 
tected college students, Clemson 
would probably furnish some cru- 
saders, too. 
WINTHROP 
News item: Winthrop with a net 
enrollment of 1731 students for the 
1938-40 session, is again a member 
of the "big ten" group in woman's 
colleges in the United States. 
Winthrop rates fifth, in the num- 
ber enrolled. Hunter College with 
7,000 students (imagine being the 
only male student on that campus); 
Texas State College for Women, 
with an enrollment of 2,671; Smith, 
with 2,093 students; and Florida 
State college, with 1,931 students 
rate above our sister. Listed below 
Winthrori are Wellesley, Georgia 
State college for Women, Simons 
Vassar, and Mississippi State Col- 
lege for Women. 
Also something that some 2,216 
Clemson students could not over- 
look about Winthrop last week-end 
was that they were not quarantined 
for the Mid-Winter dances. 
Dear  Tom  Clemson, 
We have often heard President 
E. W. Sikes asy that Clemson is 
a poor boy's school. Every student 
that attends Clemson realizes that 
he is a poor boy but he wants to 
take part in every social event that 
occurs. The dances given by the 
Central Dance Association, which 
is controlled by the college, is a 
feature attraction for all students, 
although a large number of students 
hesitate to attend on account of the 
formal dress used for the Friday 
night dances. Some students can't 
afford to buy a tuxedo or a mess 
jacket and they feel out of place 
in a uniform. 
Tom, I suggest that the uniform 
with the sash be the only formal 
dress to be worn at these dances or 
provide every student with a reg- 
ulation mess jacket. With this 
change I feel sure that every stu- 
Dear Tom: 
■ Have you ever taken a shower in 
the first Barracks? If you have, 
did you notice that there is no 
place to put your soap after you 
have used all that you need? Of 
course you may drop it on the 
floor but by the time you need it 
again the water from the shower 
will have dissolved it. Wouldn't it 
be nice to have a soap rack of 
some kind by every shower? Then 
one would not have to walk across 
the room with soap in his eyes 
and Place it on the window sill 
among the used razor blades. I 
have tried leaving mine in the 
space between the water pipe and 
the wall, but when it is half used 
it slips through the cracks and 
falls on the floor where everyone 
W3 Iks 
I am quite sure that putting 
soap racks in the shower of 1st 
baracks would cost very little and 
would be appreciated immensely 
by every boy who uses them. Will 
some influential person help us to 
reduce the inconvienceses of first 
barracks ? 
Cadet W. E. D. 
—that Col. Alex's dreams for the 
week-end with Stooge Rutledge's 
girl must have materialized, for 
since the week-end the dreamy 
look has vanished from our col- 
onel's face. 
—Oscar says— 
—that the fact that Jack Klinks 
date Anne read his mail didn't 
daunt him. He and his old ladies 
Gwin and Dyer had rippling rhy- 
thm behind the Ag building after 
tht dance Saturday night just as 
if nothing had happened. 
—Oscar says— 
—that Bill Bouton really did 
look cut in that red cape Friday 
night. Oscar suggests that he 
transfer to The Citadel and gain 
one. 
-—Oscar says— 
—that Professor, I tell you jokes 
Bing, was doing O. K. last week- 
end. He even met his Saturday 
classes. Oscar hopes he will keep 
up the good work. 
—Oscar  Says— 
—that while he's o nthe subject, 
Oscar wonders when the tycoons 
are going to strut their dancing 
classes. 
—oscar says— 
—that he wonders is "Admiral" 
Smitty U. S. N. R. will take up 
where he left off. Oscar note: The 
season is right. 
—osoar say9— 
—that South Carolina's athletic 
future is safe since "Baldy" How- 
ards H. S. coaching class is well 
filled. Are they learning to coach 
the boys or the girls? 
-—oscar says—■ 
—that "A. A." Bonnie Banks' 
speed was enveloped by one Mar- 
tin last Thursday night after Mar- 
tin filed Banks' date With "Jitter- 
bug" Acker. 
—OBcar says—■ 
—that he suggests that "Rock" 
Caughman pay Ed Young the us- 
ual wrecker fee for assistance ren- 
dered out Isaqueena way Saturday 
just before daybreak. 
—oscar says— 
—that, he invites the attention 
of "Louie the Lug" Woodward and 
Barnyard Johnson to the closing 
lines of Burns' 'To a Louse". 
—oscar says— 
—that time for picking next 
year's ole ladies is near and that 
he suggests that Guy Benjamin 
and Perry Cothran get together. 
—oscar says— 
—that he's tickled pink to learn 
that Col Herbert will be in com- 
mand at McClellan this summer, 
but he won't be satisfied till he 
learns that another ain't gonna be 
there. 
—oscar says— 
—that the students in the engine 
house are rejoicing over the fact 
that someone has introduced a bill 
in the South Carolina legislature 
to change pi to 3. 
—that he (Oscar, is not sure who, 
but either Iiles, Kerhules, or Morgan 
is "out" now that Bill Coster is 
back to claim the time of the blonde 
education siren. 
—oscar says— 
—that Snatch Jr. No. 1 Owen was 
disappointed when no one jumped 
when he barked at retreat last 
week-end. 
—oscar says— 
—that Oscar wonders if Colonel 
Pool's being a chaperone at the 
dances had anything to do with Big 
Hugh's not being there. 
—oscar says— 
—that Colonel "Crime does not 
pay" Nelson is really getting the 
publicity and he suspects that the 
Anderson Independent has been 
bribed. 
—oscar says— 
—that any of you cuties at Win- 
throp, the Zoo, Brenau, Lander, 
or even Carolina who care to cor- 
respond with Ocar in regard to 
this column do so freely. Just write 
Oscar, care The Tiger (in all con- 
fidence). 
—oscar says—■ 
—that "Gus E." Williams has been 
out of school only a week, but al- 
ready he's in competition with 
Vickery, Lipplncott, Burtner and 
Doc Taylor for the campus' most 
eligible bachelor rating. . . . 
—oscar says— 
—that to become a glamour boy 
is one thing, but to become a glam- 
our boy in print—on the lapel— 
like ringster Triplett did last week- 
end is another—even if he did talk 
to Bobby Bush during intermis- 
sion. 
—oscar says— 
—that Pussle Seabrook's shape 
looks like the "before" character 
in one of those "before and after" 
advertisements in women's mag- 
azines .... 
—oscar says—■ 
—that little Miss Number Please 
was quite conspicuus at the Iptay 
banquet recently and properly chap- 
eroned. Somebody knew that Shad 
would he there. 
—oscar says— 
—that some of these sgt-majors 
are just like totem poles, freakish 
and worthless. 
—oscar sayB— 
—that the beauty and the beast 
were really present at the dances 
when Okie and the red-head Came 
in. 
—oscar says— 
—that "Barnstormer" Ike Grim- 
ball is now flying on the wings of 
love—or   disillusionment. 
—oscar says— 
—that when Stoudemire was O. 
D. recently he mistook the guest 




By  GUS  WHAM 
Friday, "Judge Hardy & Son'— 
The Hardy family is back this 
time in one of their greatest pic- 
tures that holds no disappoint- 
ment for their numerous friends. 
Mickey Rooney has his usual ter- 
rific troubles. He and his father 
(Lewis Stone) are constantly hav- 
ing one of their famous "man to 
man" talks, and the Rooney 
humor is more halarious than ever, 
daughter Secilia Parker has as 
many problems to solve as a small 
town doctor. New and interesting 
angles not found in other Hardy 
pictures initiates a note of sor- 
row as Micke's mother, Fay Hold- 
en, becomes serious ill and causes 
the brother and sister feud to be 
forgotten for a while at least. 
Clemson's        sweetheart, Ann 
Rutherford, is. prettier than ever 
as Rooney's heart - throb, Polly. 
The rating is good and it's worth 
sacrificing any horizontal lab just 
to get another peep at Ruther- 
ford. . 
Saturday, Monday, "Joe ana 
Ether Turp Calls On The Presi- 
dent" — Ann Southern,and Wil- 
liam Gargan team together to 
bring to the screen a story of two 
warm and lovely human beings 
who, when their postman is ar- 
rested, calls on the chief Execu- 
tive to plead for his pardon. Lewis 
Stone's role as president is fair 
with Tom Neal and Don Costellon 
contributing some high spots to 
the nicture. The box office says 
its fair but it'll help you pass 
away a no-dance Clemson week- 
end. 
Tuesday, "Five Little Peppers"— 
No preview available. 
Wednesday, "Nurse Edith Cavell' 
—Information is limited but box 
office receipts shows that it's 
worth eighty minutes of    anyone's 
time. „       , „ 
Thursday, "Gulliver's  Travels' — 
For the thousands of show-goers 
who jammed theatres to see the 
immortal "Snow White" Para- 
mount has blossomed forth with 
another technicolor masterpiece in 
their recent interpretation of 
Guilliver's adventures in the land 
of dwarfs. The story become doub- 
ly enjovable when brought to the 
screen by animators Max and 
Dave Fleischer. The picture is 
different from "Snow White" in 
as many aspects as is possible al- 
though the enchanting romance 
between the beautiful Lilliputian 
princess and the handsome prince 
from Blefusco is quite similar to 
the  love-affair 
By DICK BREELAND 
"WOULD AN HONOR  SYSTEM    WORK AT CLEMSON?" 
A. D. Sutton,   (senior)—"An honor 
system certainly is needed at Clem- 
son, and it will work, but it will 
take time to get the thing started. 
We should begin with the next 
freshman class and gradually work 
up to it. In four or five years the 
honor system will be as natural 
to Clemson students as carrying a 
rifle is now. 
B. F. Hester, (senior)—"If we had 
an honor system, I believe that the 
majority of students would be 
greatly benefitted, not only in char- 
acter, but in the actual good derived 
from the course." 
W. C. Brooks, (sophomore) — "I 
really do believe that it would work. 
It would put a student 'on his own' 
if he knew that nobody was going 
to help him." 
A. D. Graham, (senior)—"I be- 
lieve that an honor system, once 
installed, would abolish cheating at 
Clemson, but each individual must 
be brought to realize that when he 
'skins' a professor he is actually 
cheating himself. A mass feeling 
against dishonesty can be gained 
only by appealing to the honor 
and to the reason of each individual 
cadet." 
A. C. Carmichael, (junior)—"It 
would work only if we could get the 
cooperation of all concerned." 
Tom Baskin,' (five-year man) — 
"The boys at Clemson know what 
the conditions are at present. Why 
not strengthen Clemson's reputa- 
tion by establishing an honor sys- 
tem? At present the faculty has 
the honor and the students have 
the system." 
H. B. Hardee, (freshman)—"The 
men of Clemson College should by 
this time be able to resist the temp- 
tation to cheat. I think an honor 
system would help to build up their 
character to the point where they 
would not give any help nor ask 
for any information from anyone 
else." 
H. C. Zerbst, (junior)—"It would 
take several years for an honor 
system to prove its worth at Clem- 
son, but it can be made to work. 
It has to get started sometime, so 
why delay? Starting right now, the 
system would be almost a tradition 
in four years." 
Bill Quantz, (senior) — "As the 
situation is now, the honor system 
will never work, because too many 
boys are indifferent about cheating. 
I feel, however, that something can 
and must be done to change this 
prevailing opinion." 
Bruce Raynor, (sophomore)—"The 
system would'work at Clemson if 
we would make it work.   It depends 
entirely on the student." 
J. B. Singletary, (Junior) — "It 
wouldn't work. The temptation 
would be too great if a student 
knew that no one was watching 
him." .' 
"Tillie" Mathias, (sophomore) — 
"The majority of Clemson men are 
naturally honest. With these men 
the system would work. As for the 
few who are not always trustworthy, 
there is nothing that I can say." 
George Coble, (freshman) — "I 
believe an honor system would work 
at Clemson. Some of the professors 
have a type of honor system in 
individual classes now, and it works 
pretty well. If it works in classes, 
it will work in the whole school." 
Sid Keel, (senior)—"I don't think 
an honor system would click at 
Clemson because it would set up 
another government within the 
military government and cause con- 
flicts." 
Tommy Richardson, '(senior) — 
"An honor system has to be a sort 
of unwritten law to be effective 
Once it becomes as traditional sM • 
rooting for the football team, it 
will cut out all cribbing and cheat- 
ing. Types of boys are pretty much 
the same the world over, and if 
such a system works other plac.-M 
it will work here. In fact, I think- 
it has a better chance to work 
here, because I believe the boys at 
Clemson are better than anywhere 
else." 
K. F. McLaurin, (senior) — "It 
might eventually work, but the boys 
will have to be educated to it 
gradually. You couldn't put it in 
in one year and expect anything 
from it." 
I. K. Connell, (freshman)—"I be- 
lieve that an honor system would 
work at Clemson, but it is primarily 
up to the individual student. If 
each boy knew that when he met 
his classes the next day he would 
be on his honor not to cheat, he 
would prepare his lessons better. 
If he knew that no one was going 
to help him after he got to class, 
he would be forced to do the work 
for himself." 
O. C. Bradshaw, (freshman)—"I 
think that if we adopt the honor 
system, each student will think 
more of actually studying to learn 
than of cheating to get by." 
Alfred Marshall (freshman)—"I'm 
not saying anything for publication 
because I'm not supposed to know 
anything about cheating. But pri- 
vately, I don't think it could possi- 
bly stop cheating here." 
V 
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Scouters* Service Society Announce Plans To  Fingerprint Corps 
Prints To Become 
FBI Property 
Clemson students will be finger- 
printed soon by the Scouters' Ser- 
vice Society, petitioning group for 
Alpha Phi Omega, in cooperation 
with the Civilian Identification 
department of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, President Bill 
Awtrey  announced  this  week. 
"It is our puropse to perform a 
service for the students at Clem- 
son and for the federal government 
by fingerprinting these men and 
filing their prints in the FBI de- 
partment," Awtrey said. He furth- 
er pointed out that there is abso- 
lutely no criminal connection with 
this project, and that is being 
done solely for the purpose of aid- 
ing in identification of accident 
victims and amnesia patients. It is 
expected that within a few years 
that the government will have 
worked up an extensive file of civ- 
ilian  fingerprints. 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, com- 
mandant, has endorsed the idea 
and assured, the club of the coop- 
eration of the military depart- 
ment and the administration. 
All printing will be entirely vol- 
untary but men will be taken by 
companies; regular schedules will 
be  posted  within  the  next  week. 
J. S. Mace is chairman of the 
committee in charge of the work, 
and will be assisted by federal 
agents from  Greenville. 
Faculty members and campus 
folk have been invited to take 
advantage of this offer. 
WHEN WE 
WERE YOUNGER 
By GEORGE GOBLET 
FIVE YEARS AGO 
Dr. "Rock" Calhoun, dean of the 
school of chemistry and noted geol- 
ogist, is this week celebrating his 
thirty-first anniversary as a mem- 
ber of the faculty here. 
Sixty men turned out for six 
weeks of hard Spring practice this 
weak. The footballers will be given 
drills in the fundamentals and will 
get plenty of tough scrimmaging. 
Evelyn Daniel and G. E. Metz, 
prominent campus couple, were 
married in Columbia on January 
17: Dr. D. W. Daniel gave the 
bride away. 
Jo.? D. Kinard, outstanding mem- 
ber of the junior class, succeeds 
George Chaplin as editor-in-chief 
of the Tiger. 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Intramural wrestling is to be 
tried here. Many men have turned 
out for the new sport, and a suc- 
cessful year is expected. 
Major General McCoy, comman- 
der of the fourth corps area, will 
be here in June to present the 
senior commissions. A dress parade 
will be given in his honor. 
The new vitaphone has been in- 
stalled in the 'Y' and is ready to 
present the first talking pictures 
at clemson. 
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
The Mid-Winter Hop, held this 
past week-end, was the "best yet". 
Music was furnished by the Gar- 
ber-Davis Orchestra. 
Professor W. H. Godfrey and 
Professor W. E. Spees made the 
principal talks at the recent meet- 
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U. S. Collegians 
Vote Disapproval 
Of Rat Hazing 
By JOE  BELDEN 
Editor   Student   Opinion   Surveys 
AUSTIN, Texas, February 14 — 
A majority of American college 
students themselves, even mem- 
bers of fraternities and sororities, 
disapprove of the good old campus 
tradition of hazing. 
The most recent national poll 
Qf the Student Opinion Surveys 
of America indicates that only 32 
per cent of all students approve 
of the pranks and punishments to 
which initiates and freshmen have 
been subjected for generations. 
The Tiger is one of the cooperat- 
ing members of the Surveys, which 
conducts the only scientific sam- 
plings of U. S. campus thought. 
It is important to point out that 
of the Q8 per cent who declared 
they were against hazing, 20 per 
cent specified that they frowned 
only on corporal punishment. 
Harmless tricks, this group declares, 
are all right. Other practices that 
many schools have attempted to 
ban, such as paddlings and electric 
shocks, however, are not all right. 
Combining all types of students, 
almost half of them—48 per cent- 
expressed unqualified disapproval 
of hazing. 
The canvass produced strong evi- 
dence that the "popular" initiation 
customs that -have long existed 
on most campuses are on a decline, 
showing that there is disapproval 
even among a majority of mem- 
bers of Greek letter societies which 
sponsor the annual "hell week." 
Non-fraternity men and women 
were more vigorously against, only 
30 per cent approving, as compared 
with   38   for   organized   students. 
Surprisingly enough a greater 
number of freshmen—34 per cent- 
were for hazing than all students 
combined. 
"Do you approve or disapprove 
of college hazing?" was the ques- 
tion asked by the interviewers of 
a cample of students so selected 
that the results represent the total 
opinions of all college and uni- 
versity enrollments in the United 
States. The complete national tab- 
ulations are as follows: 
A      B      C     D* 
Approve 32% 38% 30% 34% 
Disapprove       48     42     50     46 
Disapprove only of corporal 
punishment   20     20    20     20 
*A—All  students. 
B—Fraternity and sorority members. 
C—Independent students. 
D—Freshmen only. 
The "cow-catcher" on an Ameri- 
can railroad train is called a 
"plough" in England. 
CLEMSON BIKDMEN:—shown above are: upper left, W. U 
Leverette, class of .'34, former editor of The Tiger, and a member 
of Tau Beta Pi; upper right, R. A. Sloan, Class '39, cheer-leader 
and photo editor of Taps; lower left, John E. McCurry, Class of '38, 
manager of football team; lower right, Lawson C. Horner, Class of 
'39, captain of the band and a member of Mu Beta Psi. 
These men, who entered the Army Air Corps last July, have just 
recently completed their preliminary training at Randolph Field, 
Texas, the U. S. Army's "West Point of the Air"; and were pro- 
moted to the Advanced Flying School at Kelly Field; located near 
San Antonio. After three months there they will receive their coveted 
wings. 
Mid-Winter Series 
Hailed As Success 
The pulse of new-born infants 
beats at the rate of 130 to 140 a 
minute. 
Electrical Engineers. 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO 
President-Elect, Dr. E. W. Sik.es, 
visited his future home this week. 
He was honored with a banquet, 
and later he spoke at the Vesper 
services at the 'Y'. 
The Jungaleers, Clemson college 
dance orchestra, broadcast a thirty 
minute program over station WSAC 
Wednesday night. Dr. B. O. Wil- 
liams spoke and rendered a few 
old time fiddle selections. 
Colonel O. R. Cole and Mr. J. 
C. Little John attended the meeting 
of the R.O.T.C. colleges of the 
Fourth Corps Area. 
Clemson's own radio station, 
WSAC, has received a letter from 
Marseilles, France, stating that its 
program had been heard and en- 
joyed. 1 
Stop At 
PETE'S LUNCH ROOM No. 2 
For 
Hot  Lunches,   Sandwiches, 
and Short Orders 
W. Main St.,     Greenville, S. C. 
WHITE WAY CAFE 
RECENTLY    OPENED 
—Meet   Your   Friends   Here- 
SENECA,   S.   C. 
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Tests have  proven that  we  have  the  most  durable 
uniforms.    That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets. 
YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU 
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST 
-AT- 
s ULLIVA HARDWARE CO. N 
Anderson, South Carolina 
Will Osborne and his famous 
"slide rythm" were a tremndous 
success- at Clemson's Annual Mid- 
Winter  dances. 
The C. D. A. upheld an age old 
tradition in giving Clemson the 
best and last word in dances and 
music. Will Osborne was "in the 
grove last week-end and conse- 
quently, a gigantic success! His 
nationally known slide rythym 
beat out the lead for the rug cut- 
ters to stomp while his tantilizing 
waltzes were the slow dancers de- 
light. Hot or sweet, he had 'em 
both. The band, led by genial Will 
himself, was chuck full of that in- 
tangible something called person- 
ality. It sparkled forth time after 
time much to the crowd's delight. 
The gym was elaborately deco- 
rated with blue and white effects. 
A huge crowd featured each 
dance of the series and all were in 
a gay mood. Things started with 
a bang Friday night at 9:00 and 
each succeeding dance became 
better and better until the grand 
climax was reached on Saturday 
night. 
The vocal renditions were    ably 
administered by Barbara Bush, Del 
Jones, and "Stinky" Rogers. Beau- 
tiful Barbara Bush sang sweet and 
low on the "swingaroos." Barbara 
hails from Covington, Va., and has 
been singing with Osborne for only 
three months. She formerly sang 
with Charlie Barnett and Frank 
Daly in that order. To those 
"doubting Thomases" who missed 
the best dance series of many 
moons, here are Barbara's own 
words: quote, "This is the best 
band I've ever been with, and I 
couldn't hope to do better." 
Del Jones' novelty interpreta- 
tion of "Would That I But Kiss 
Thy Hand—Oh, Babe" and "Be- 
tween 18th and 19th on Chestnut 
Street" were the high lights of 
the series while "Stinky" Rogers 
gave an exhibition of fast talking 
and singing that has never been 
seen or equaled at a Clemson 
dance. 
If this week's dances were any 
indication of what may be expect- 
ed at Taps, then push out the 
walls and enlarge the floor because 




In '41 Campaign 
Keening pace wttn tne ever-in- 
creasing movement of the Demo- 
cratic Donkey and the Republican 
Elephant, college and university 
students are gradually taking a 
more active part in party political 
activities. As evidenced by, the early 
organizational activities on many 
campuses, 1940 promises to be a 
banner year for student participa- 
tion in a national election. 
So far as can be determined at 
the present time, the winter book 
rankings of the political horses 
seems to be: Dewey is the favor- 
ite, with McNutt (carrying demo- 
cratic colors) picked to run second. 
Hardly a third of the collegians 
favor a third term for F. D. R., so 
he seems to be ruled out as a start- 
er at post time. 
However, all collegians feel that 
it is a bit too early to start pick- 
ing candidates now—they feel that 
too much can happen between now 
and convention time to upset 
many a candidate's chances. They 
are organizing, yes, but along par- 
ty lines. 
Now let's* turn to a cross-section 
of undergraduate opinion on cur- 
rent political developments as Ox- 
pressed by student editorial writ- 
ers. 
Concerning Thomas Edmund 
Dewey (Michigan '23), the Univer- 
sity of Kansas Daily Kansan says: 
'This is the day of ear-conscious- 
ness and a radio-dominated pub- 
lic. To compete with a swing band, 
a politician has to be pleasingly 
vocal. Dewey may or may not write 
his own speeches, but he can de- 
liver them in a manner to warm 
a ghost-writer's heart. He threat- 
ens the Rooseveltian supremacy as 
America's Number One political 
bedtime story teller." 
But, says, the Dartmouth College 
Daily Dartmouth, "the present cam- 
paign will be fought out on some 
very specific and important prob- 
lems, the most important of which 
is America's policy during a Eu- 
ropean war, and not the least im- 
portant of which is what to do 
with twelve million unemployed. 
The public is pretty well aware of 
these problems, and so,, handsome 
Tom Dewey will have to be pre- 
sented to America as something 
more than a' racket-buster if he 
is to be treated with any more 
seriousness than the polite amuse- 
ment with which most people greet 
him now." 
John Nance Garner's announce- 
ment of his willingness to accept 
the nomination from the dem- 
ocrats drew this comment from 
the University of Iowa Daily Iow- 
an: "There will be many who will 
hesitate before accepting him. It 
will be remembered that he is an 
old line southern democrat, a 
traditional 'party man' candidate. 
He is an expert politician, but 
his qualities as a statesman have 
not had an adequate test. The 
feeling still remains that he lacks 
youth, the statesmanship and the 
foresight necessary for the presi- 
dency at 'the most critical time 
in the history of the U. S." 
Warning the G. O. P.' not to 
disregard the social advancements 
made under the New Deal, the 
University of Michigan Daily says: 
"It is not so much our leanings 
toward any one party that causes 
us to express our opposition to 
such measures as the Republicans 
are now supporting; what disturbs 
us more is the callous destruction 
of reforms which have been es- 
tablished and accepted, and which 
we believe America needs." 
Yes, the political pot is begin- 
ning to boil on the nation's cam- 
puses. Just what turn the colleg- 
ians will take can be predicted 
only after pending developments in 
national and international affairs 
are completed. 
E. Holman Smith, who gradu- 
ated from Clemson in entomology 
in '38, was a visitor to the campus 
during the holidays. Smith has 
been taking gradute work at Cor- 
nell University since graduation 
and will receive his masters degree 
in entomology in February. He 
will continue at Cornell studying 




Sergeant K. R. Helton, a m.em 
ber of the United States Army 
staff at Clemson, last week took is- 
sue with the editor of the Anderson 
Daily Mail for an editorial which 
the Anderson editor printed in his 
paper. 
The editorial, heatfed, "Protection 
for Soldiers," follows: 
"Russia's vaunted army has suf- 
fered a great loss of prestige within 
recent months because of the way 
Soviet troops have been manhand 
led by little Finland. 
"A few more incidents like th>? 
one that occurred at Columbia a 
few days ago, however, and the 
United States army may join the 
Russians in the doghouse. 
"Six soldiers at Camp Jackson, 
on the outskirts of th.? state capital, 
according to news stories, were held 
up and robbed by a pair of Negro 
bandits. Besides losing their money 
and other valuables, two of the 
soldiers  were  badly  injured. 
"Perhaps the army should appeal 
to the Columbia police department 
for  protection." 
Sergeant Helton addressed the 
following letter to the editor of the 
Daily Mail: 
"Dear Sir: 
"Reference the Editorial "Protec- 
tion for Soldiers" which appeared 
in the February 6, 1940 issue of 
the Daily Mail. 
"If there is anything you don't 
understand about the army, the 
undersigned should be more than 
glad to enlighten you on any point, 
since he has served with the colors 
for the past Is years and should be 
in a position to assist those who 
seem to know nothing about the 
army. 
"From your editorial it would ap- 
pear that you are of the opinion 
that a soldier is something of a 
super-human-being; that he has 
been innoculated with some un- 
known chemical that mates him 
immune to bullets; that the BIG 
BRAVE SOLDIER should walk, right 
up to the BIG BAD BANDIT and 
take his gun away from him, and 
that the soldier is capable of do- 
ing things UNARMED that YOUR 
Columbia Policeman has to have a 
gun in order to do well. 
"Perhaps you would like to join 
the army and teach soldiers how 
to be brave. Soldiers are taught to 
do the wise thing in an emergency, 
and not undertake the foolish thing. 
Do you not think it would be fool- 
ish, even for an UNARMED SOL- 
DIER or an UNARMED POLICE- 
MAN, to walk right up to the big 
bad bandit, especially when he has 
the drop on you, and say, "Look 
here, you big bad boy, give me that 
gun"? 
Perhaps you have never had the 
muzzle of a gun stuck in your face, 
especially when the man on the 
other end has the upper hand. Try 
it sometime, for it's nice to know 
those things. 
"Your editorial has convinced me 
that you have never had the honor 
of wearing the uniform of your 
nation, for if you had, you would 
know that after all* SOLDIERS 
ARE   JUST   HUMAN-BEINGS. 
"You should try the army some- 
time, for it teaches you to be wise, 
and not foolish. It also gives you 
a broader outlook on life. 
"Perhaps you would rather join 
the Columbia police force, where 
they teach you to carry a gun for 
protection against bandits, and that 
the soldier is not authorised to 
carry weapons off duty. 
"Please don't feel offended at my 
remarks, for I am merely trying to 
do you a favor by straightening 
you out on a few points. If there 
are any more points that I might 
sharpen for you, I should be more 
than glad to do so." 
Signed, 
K. B. Helton, Sergeant, U. S. Army 
Vacancies Exist, 
Cadet Corps Told 
The best'opportunity in several 
years for early appointment of 
qualified applicants to the Army 
Air Corps exists at the present 
time, it was revealed by Col. Pool 
in a memorandum to the cadet 
corps  last  Thursday. 
The Commandant was notified 
of this situation by the following 
radiogram from the Adjutant 
General: 
"Approximately four hundred 
qualified applicants for flying 
cadet appointment needed for eacn 
of next three classes February, 
March and May. This is best 
opportunity offered in several 
years for early appointment of 
qualified applicants. Publicize 
with view of obtaining can- 
didates as rapidly as possible." 
To be eligible for appointment, 
applicants must be twenty years 
of age, have completed at least 
two years of college work, and be 
able to oass a rigid physical ex- 
amination. Upon appointment, 
the cadet travels at the expense 
of the government to the Army 
Air Corps school at Randolph 
Field, Texas. The entire course -of 
flying instruction lasts nine 
months, during which the cadet is 
given quarters, board, clothing, and 
a salary of $75 per month. Upon 
graduation he is commissioned m 
the Air Corps Reserve, and upward 
to seven years of active duty await 
him. At the end of this period, he 
may be commissioned in the Reg- 
ular Army, or may enter civil avi- 
ation as an airline co-pilot. 
Students interested in the above 
may obtain application blanks • at 
the Commandant's office. 
Calcium cyanide dust has proved 
a very effective rat exterminator, 
when shot into rat holes. 
By KATIE CLEMSON 
It's a large assignment — in- 
cluding all the news of the Win- 
throp Campus in one newspaper 
column. 
Every man knows that it's a 
hard job keeping up with a wo- 
man, and not even Robert Taylor 
would try to keep up with seven- 
teen hundred girls. Therefore, I 
must limit this column to include 
chatter about those Winthrop 
girls who, for a definite reason, 
make news at Clemson. 
Now that college enrollment 
statistics have been announced, 
Winthrop is bursting with pride. 
She is the fifth largest girl's 
school in the United States., 
Another bouquet should go to 
Winthrop's future play producers 
for their stage arrangements at 
Tuesday assembly. The lighting 
effects make the meeting easy on 
our eyes and the comfy stage 
chairs ease the speaker's nerves. 
In spite of the fact that the 
snow afforded many a good fight, 
all the girls are glad that it has 
melted. And we're also glad we 
aren't Eskimos. 
Marian Masters is thinking of 
moving in with Emily Johnson and 
Frances Bailes. Emily sponsored 
for Mid-Winters. 
Only a light-bell kept Susie King 
from attending the dances in per- 
son. Susan Jones' clothes did at- 
tend. 
Students may be allowed to 
wear socks to town one of these 
days. 
Louise Poole varnished her bu- 
reau. 
Winthrop is the place where gals 
are gals—and not a way of meas- 
uring gasoline. 
Letty Walker draws pictures of 
Donald Duck in her spare time. 
The band has an invitation to 
the New York World's Fair. Peg 
Williams wants them to go. 
Sederis Lott wants a ranch out 
west. 
Sarah Rosenblum says that she 
missed working on the Johnsonian, 
but now she has time to catch up 
on her reading. 
The few signs of spring have 
made folks polish their saddle 
shoes. 
Many girls have Scarlet hair- 
dos since "Gone With the Wind" 
came to  Charlotte. 
There are new water coolers in 
all the dormitories now, and all 
the doors have locks on them 
SHUCKS! 
Mary Garner had a toothache. 
Clemson's flu germs weren't 
worse than Rock Hill's 
Virginia Gourdin and Helen At- 
w^?11 „went *° the Dartmouth Winter Carnival. 
Jo Greene went to Washington 
and Lee. She doesn't look verv 
much like her twin brother at 
Clemson. 
Thelma Hicklan got a Christmas 
present in February. 
^iifW °,rfan has Just been in- stalled in Music Hall 
North Dormitory had a Valen- 
tine Party. Roddey Hall had one 
The Junior Class is starting 
Junior Follies Try-outs.      a"axl'ulB 
One hundred and twelve girls 
completed a Y. w. C. A. study 
course this week. y 
Richard Crooks will sing here on 
the sixteenth. 
The mosquitoes are bad 
tnA^UtiW,lntJ"nVe gWs are going 
to the Methodist Student Confer- 
fsnConen Anderson- Anne Willimon 
wrftren"^111 **" column are written  as they were told  to me. 
it you complain, I'll tell OSCAR. 
Edmond Experiments 
With Honey Bees 
And Sweet Potatoes 
An experiment being carried out 
rLt J- B' Edmon<i, Clemson 
professor of horticulture, to de- 
velop improved varieties of sweet 
potatoes by breeding employs the 
use of bees in pollination of the 
bloom. 
Sweet potato blooms are very 
rare in this country and by grow- 
ing the plant in a greenhouse Dr 
Edmond found that blooms could 
be produced. The secret of mak- 
ing blooms is to regulate the num- 
ber of light hours that the plants 
get. The idea is to regulate the 
climate as nearly as possible to 
that of the tropical countries 
where the plants bloom freely. 
During the months between Oc- 
tober and April Dr. Edmond found 
that the vines blossomed vigorous- 
ly and that it became impossible to 
pollinate by hand. 
He observed that honey and 
bumble bees were attracted by the 
bloom and the idea came that they 
could be used as a pollinating agent. 
Of the artificially pollinated blos- 
soms last year few seed were pro- 
duced but by reproducing more 
nearly the original environment or' 
the sweet potato, he expects to get 
a large per centage of seed. He 
hopes that by cross pollination , he 
will introduce' valuable dominant 
characteristics of the present va- 
rieties. 
Potatoes are becoming important 
commercially in the South because 
of the starch content. In many 
present varieties the starch con- 
tent is around 20% and it is be- 
lieved that by cross pollination 
the amount of starch can be rais- 
ed to 30%. In view of this and the 
fact that there are many valuable 
by-products from the starch in- 
dustry-, Dr. Edmond's experiment 
shall very probably affect the pro- 
duction of sweet potatoes in the 
South  to  a  very  great  extent. 
Former Cadets 
Now Flying At 
Randolph Field 
Two former Clemson students 
will be transferred December 20 
from the preliminary training base 
at the Dallas Aviation School in 
Dallas, Texas, to Randolph Field 
at San Antonia, Texas. They are 
members of the flying cadet corps 
of the U. S. Army. 
Cadet Capt. Kirk Otey graduated 
from Clemson in 1936 in textile 
engineering. While on the campus 
he played freshman football and 
basketball. After his graduation 
he was second lieutenant with the 
17th field artillery at Ft. Bragg, 
N. C. 
Flying Cadet L. T. Boatwright, 
Jr., graduated in 1938 in electrical 
engineering. During his college 
career he was a member of the A. 
I. E. E. and assistant to the in- 
tramural sport director for three 
years. 
Of the original 69 cadets, Kirk 
and Boatwright are among the 39 
who have successfully completed 
their courses at the Dallas Avia- 
tion School. One of the nine civi- 
lian schools recently designated by 
the Secretary of War as training 
bases for the flying cadets, the 
Dallas Aviation School stands at 
the head of the list of commercial 
aviation  schools. 
The total of Army cadets at the 
Dallas Aviation School has recent- 
ly been increased to 140. This sec- 
tion of the country is practically 
free from fog, rain and sleet, and 
daily flights from the school are 
not impeded during the winter 
months.' 
Upon the completion of their 
three - months' training course at 
Randolph Field Kirk and Boat- 
wright will pursue tfcelr studies at 
Kelly Field, and conclude their 
training with a U. S. Army tacti- 
cal unit. 
Do not risk catching a cold in 
this changeable weather. Keep 
your shoes in shape  at 
ELECTRIC   SHOE   SHOP 
"Expert  Work" 
Gymnastic Team 
Learning Tricks 
The newly formed gymnastic 
team has been working out in the 
fieldhouse regularly, and plans 
to  give  an  exhibition  soon. 
Coached by Fred Snyderman, the 
team is rapidly acquiring skill for 
tumbling and work on the parallel 
bars. 
Cochran Named 
To County Post 
J. L. Cochran, graduate of the 
class of 1935, was recently appoint- 
ed assistant county agent of Un- 
ion county. Before accepting this 
position, Mr. Cochran taught vo- 
cational agriculture at Clinton 
high school. He has also worked 
with the Farms Security Adminis- 
tration. 
East Texas is one of the few 
places in the United States where 
eastern wild turkey still are found. 
GUARANTEED 
WATCH   REPAIRS 
CRYSTALS   FITTED   WHILE 
YOU  WAIT. 
FEINSTEIN'S   WATCH 
SHOP 
JUDGE KELLER 
Sells good merchandise at 
reasonable prices. 
Bona Allen Shoes for 
Spring. 
Sox,  Underwear, Ties, 
Stationery 
And   a   complete   line   of 
General   Merchandise 
at Low Prices 
JUDGE KELLER 
STOP AT 
THE CLEMSON GRILL 
—OR— 
THE HOT DOG STAND 
EXCELLENT FOOD 
"More For Your Money Every Time" 
Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . . 
WHY? 
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO 
The Clemson College Laundry 
,^;fc y4 4tf& 
Everywhere Coca-Cola 
carries a conviction of 
quality. Four generations 
have known and enjoyed 
this drink. Millions of 
times a day, people the 
world over experience 
the thrill of its taste and 
the refreshed feeling that/*£ 
follows. k_y plus tax" -*mi 
THE    PAUSE   THAT   R E FB> 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by 
FOUR THE TIGER—The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper  Friday, February 16,1940. 
Staff's Own Beethoven 
Explains Rise Of Of 
Boogie Woogie Music 
CHAIRMAN—Tom Richardson, 
from Maplewood, N. J., has 
been named chairman of the 
executive committee in charge 
of all arrangememnts for the 
fourth biennial Engineering- 
Architectural exhibit, April 12, 





Photography for art's sake—and 
human interest, too! 
Those are the chief requirements 
for the pictures that all students 
of elemson are invited to submit 
for the third annual Collegiate 
Digest Salon Edition competition, 
rul?s for which were announced 
last week by the editors of the 
national college newspicture section. 
This amateur photocontest is 
conducted each year to select the 
prize-winning photos to be fea- 
tured in the annual Salon Edition 
—an edition that is a special "show- 
ig" of the ' best work done by 
collegiate photographers - during the 
year. 
This special edition demonstrates 
the great progress made by student 
and faculty shutter-snappers, and 
rewards the winners with^ cash 
prizes, the publication of their pho- 
tos, and participation in a travel- 
ing photo salon that is exhibited 
at leading college are centers in 
all sections of the U. S. 
This largest and most widely 
known of all college camera contests 
is open to both students and faculty 
members. Although the experienced 
amateur is aided by the use of 
special equipment, ordinary cameras 
very often take the prize-winning 
pictures, as previous Salon Edition 
contests have proven. It's the pic- 
ture — not the equipment — that 
counts, and both experienced and 
inexperienced photographers may 
participate in the contest. 
Here are the complete rules for 
the competition: 
1. All material must be sent not 
later than April 1, to: Salon Editor, 
CoHegiate Digest Section," 323 
Fawkes Building, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. 2. Send technical data 
about each photo submitted. Give 
college year or faculty standing of 
the protographer. Information 
about the subject of the photo will 
be helpful. Any size of photo is 
acceptable, but pictures larger than 
3 by 5 inches are preferred. 
3, Enter your photo in one of 
the following divisions: (a) still 
life; ib) scenes; (c) action and 
candid photos; (d) portarits; (e) 
"college  life." 
4. First   place   winners   in   each 
JOHN E. GARDNER 
JEWELER 
204   N.  Main   St. 
Greenville,  S.  C. 
By   JUDSO-N   BEETHOVEN 
The realm of swing music has 
been invaded by a new form of 
rhythm called boogie-woogie. It 
is impossible to describe this pro- 
roker of genuflections, and is 
recognizable only by its symptoms. 
This particular type of rhythm 
has been known to a certain few 
in Chicago for some time, but has 
only recently gained fame in New 
York. 
About Christmas 1938, around 
10:15 on the night of December 23 
to be exact, three dusky gentlemen 
named Meade Lux Lewis, Albert 
Ammonds, and Pete Johnson in- 
troduced their creation to the 
sedate and not so sedate audience 
at Carnegie Hall. Before the ses- 
sion was half over, the manage- 
ment almost found it necessary to 
ask the sedate customers to come 
down off the chandaliers. Boogie 
woogie was definitely "in." 
The rhytm of boogie-woogie 
seems to have been born out of 
necessity. It is safe to say that it 
organized in %the vicinity of New 
Orleans, and moved northward. 
Because of its negro origin, boogie 
woogie piano was practiced in so 
called "dives" and other small 
places where there was not much 
room to dance. To conquer this 
difficulty the dancers, confined to 
a limited space, confined the 
rhythm to their feet, arm and el- 
bows, contorted their bodies, and 
turned at intervals, but never real- 
ly left one spot. 
The > best of all boogie-woogie 
players was "Pine-top" Smith. He 
was killed in a dance hall in 1928. 
but not before he had written and 
recorded  "Boogie  woogie  Blues,"  a 
recording which remained un- 
known   until   this   sudden   interest. 
Boogie-wooge is easily recogniz- 
ed by the empnatic repetitive fig- 
ures in the base, the right hand 
inprovising as the player wishes. 
There are two separate and dis- 
tinct types of base: one a rolling 
kind, as in Lewis' "Yancey Spe- 
cial.'' and the other a more rapid 
and percussive kind. All this music 
is very complicated, and most dif- 
ficult to understand. As soon as 
boogie-woogie was "in", the white 
players wanted to learn, but they 
found it a little difficult. Today, 
Joe Sullivan, Bob Zurke, and Jess 
Stacy are definitely known as in 
the boogie-woogie brotherhood. 
When Bob Zurke wanted to make 
a recording of "Konkytonk Train", 
he sat down at a piano with Mead 
Lewis, and had him play it over 
hundreds of times until he had 
memorized it. There are hundreds 
of good pianists who have not 
been able to master the art of 
boogie-woogie. It seems that you 
just have to have it in your bones. 
The term boogie-woogie is deriv- 
ed from the Middle Western ex- 
pression meaning a hell-raising, 
unrestrained breakdown, or good 
time. 
A most amusing story is told 
about Albert Ammonds and his 
Carnegie debut. Ammonds had 
been used to poverty most of his 
life, and when he saw the two 
grand pianos on the stage of Car- 
negie Hall, he turned to Meade Lux 
Lewis and asked anxiously: 
"Do we have to play on them 
machines?" 
"Sure   Do,"   said   Meade   Lux. 
"Man! Man!" shouted Ammonds, 
"We is across the tracks at last." 
Carnegie Music Hall 
Be Dedicated Soon 
With Celebration 
The Clemson college Carnegie 
Music Society Hall will be com- 
pleted next week and available for 
student use after that time, it was 
announced today by Professor John 
Paul Lucas, society faculty ad- 
visor. 
The Society plans a reception 
next week, at which time the Car- 
negie music set and library of re- 
cordings will be dedicated to the 
student body. 
Approximately $750 was appro- 
priated from college funds for the 
purpose of sound-proofing and 
furnishing the Music hall in the 
basement  of  the  library building. 
Cadet Judson Chapin, of Ridge- 
wood, N. J., president of the Clem- 
son Carnegie Music Society, has 
announced plans to Invite student 
groups from other colleges to par- 
ticipate in the Clemson musical 
programs. 
"We are indeed fortunate to re- 
ceive a hall for the exclusive use 
of. the Carnegie Society," Chapin 
said, 'and feel that this will do 
much to advance our program of 
fostering music appreciation groups 
on the campus." 
Fleming Takes 
New Position 
W. S. Fleming, graduate of the 
class of 1938, recently accepted a 
position as draftsman with the 
Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad 
Company of Birmingham, Ala- 
bama. 
division will receive a cash award 
of $5; second and third place 
winners, $3 and $2. 
5. There is no entry fee, and 
each individual may submit as 
many photos as he wishes. Photos 
will be returned if postage accom- 
panies entries. 1 
• MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN • 
C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS 
RANGE 
For The Perfect Fuel , . . . GAS 
ROSAMOND TIRE CO. INC. 
Distributors—GOODYEAR—Dealers 
Tires, Lifeguards, Batteries & Accesories 
112-14 W. North St. Phone 48^-482 
Greenville, S. C. 
Try Our Budget Dept. If You Do Not 
Have Ready Cash 
SEE OUR FAMOUS 
KINGSDOWNINNERSPRING 
Mattresses And Springs 
R. FRETWELL & SONS, INC. 
ANDERSON, S. C. PHONE 54 
HEYWARD MAHON CO. 
GREENVILLE 
South Carolina's Leading Store 
For Men And Young Men 
"Clemson Headquarters In Greenville' 
Ferrier Named 
Head Of Group 
Dr. W. T. Ferrier, associate ag- 
ricultural economist, was elected 
chairman of the section on agri- 
cultural Economics and Rural So- 
ciology in the Association of 
Southern Agricultural Workers at 
a meeting of the Association in 
Birmingham, Alabama, February 9. 
Dr. Ferrier has been vice presi- 




Clemson College Agronomy ma- 
jors are always the first of their 
class to receive the "doctor's de- 
grees." 
Every spring Dr. G. H. Collings 
of the Agronomy department takes 
his seniors on a tour of South 
Carolina for the purpose of test- 
ing all varieties of soils in this 
state. Each student is equipped 
with a sheet of tables for determ- 
ining the soil characteristics and 
with a post hole digger that is 
used  in securing the soil samples. 
Other students take advantage 
of the post hold digger to quip, 
" There go the Agronomy Ph. 
D's". 
Student Opinion Survey Shows 
Overwhelming Majority Students 
Oppose Compulsory Militancy 
CONGRATULATIONS, RED—1940 football cap- 
tain Red Sharpe is shown receiving the congra- 
tulations and, well-wishes of retiring captain Joe 
Payne, right. Looking on are  Former  Coach Jess 
Neely and Head Coach Frank Howard. This pic- 
ture, made at the Iptay banquet recently, might 
well be captioned "the old order changeth . . ." 
or something. 
—rhoto  by  Hufford 
Booker Releases 
Education Data 
Mr. L. R. Booker, itinerant teach- 
er trainer, is receiving numerous 
requests for his publication, "Cour- 
tesy and Business Manners," which 
was compiled from material sub- 
mitted by Principal H. B. Adams of 
Murray Vocational school, Charles- 
ton. 
The book is one of a series of 
publications releas-sd by Mi-. Booker 
for the use of teachers in vocation- 
al classes. Mr. Booker has publish- 
ed several other books which are 
being sent to teachers throughout 
the nation. 
Teachers in many states have re- 
quested that copies of "Courtesy 
and Business Manners" be sent 
them for use in their classes. 
Among the states requesting copies 
are—Ohio, Missouri, Iowa, Indiana, 
New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma! 
Arizona, Texas, New York, Cali- 
fornia, and Alabama. 8 
Walthour Named 
Rifleteam Coach 
Major Russell F. Walthour, pro- 
fessor of Military science and tac- 
tics on the staff of Colonel Her- 
bert M. Pool, commandant, has 
been appointed to coach the fourth 
corps area ROTC rifle team at the 
national rifle matches at Camp 
Perry this summer, it was this 




The Pershing Rifles will resume 
competitive elimination drills for 
membership next * week, Si eg 
Holmes, captain, said yesterday. 
Plans call for completion of elim- 
inations within two weeks. 
The local company will elect a 
second lieutenant at the next 
meeting to reprace Bill Brady, who 
left school to join the U. S. 
Army air corps. As soon as elim- 
inations are completed, the com- 
pany will begin weekly drills. Both 
the new and old drill systems will 
be   used,  Holmes  said. 8 
SOCIAL  CLUB   ELECTS 
Alpha Chi Pslm, social club, 
this week named six men to mem- 
bership,. President Steve Moore 
announced. 
These are George Coakley and 
Francis Coakley, Washington, D. 
C; Dick Caughman, Frank Hor- 
ton, and Gilbert O'Brien from 




By  GEORGE  GLENN 
Charlotte, N. C, alumni met 
Tuesday, January 30, in the Cham- 
ber of Commerce hall and viewed 
pictures of the season's outstanding 
football- games. 
Coach Frank Howard and Alumni 
Secretary Jake Woodward were 
present. 
Matters pertaining to Clemson 
welfare, with special emphasis on 
the atheltic outlook, were discus- 
sed. The group extended a vote of 
confidence and support to Coach 
Howard in his duties. 
York county alumni entertained 
with a turkey dinner Friday, Feb- 
ruary2. Coaches Howard and Wal- 
ter Cox, and Jake Woodward were 
present. Football movies were 
shown. 
Officers for the coming year were 
elected. These are: Charlie Robin- 
son, president; William Campbell, 
vice-president; Harper Gault, sec- 
retary; Toy Rhea, treasurer; and 
an executive committee composed 
of Bill Grier, Whylie Campbell, 
Bob Jenkins, Cleve Lytle, H. P. Wal- 
ker, W. B. Wilkerson, Pat Hobson, 
and M. L. Elder. 
T. B. Young—'03—is in Tampa, 
Fla., for his health. Benton is a life 
trustee of the college. 
J. F. Jones—'24—is county exten- 
sion agent for Edgefield county. He 
is also secretary of the Savannah 
Valley Alumni Chapter.. 
B. H. Kaigler—'03—Is supt. of 
mail at the Columbia, S. C, post- 
office. Ben was a guard on the foot- 
ball  team. 
J. G. Kaigler—'01—is with the 
State Highway dept. and lives near 
Columbia. John was a star back on 
the football team while in College. 
,A. M. Klugh—'07—is in the cotton 
business at Anderson, S. C. 
W. W. Klugh—1896—is' still at 
Clemson in charge of Mechanical 
drawing. "Wee Willie" as he is 
called by the cadets and "Major" 
as he is known to his older asso- 
ciates, probably knows more Clem- 
son men than  any other man. 
B. T. Leppard—'19—is practicing 
law in Greenville, S. C. Ben is State 
Senator from  Greenville County. 
S. E. Liles—1900— is living in 
Charlotte, N. C. Sam has a son in 
the senior class at Clemson, one 
of the cadet colonels. 
J. N. McBride—'14—living in Sa- 
vannah, Ga. He holds a responsible 
position with the Seaboard Air Line 
railroad. 
G. C. McDermid—'17—lives in 
Charleston, S. C. Chalmers, as h- 
is known by his numerous friends, 
is Secretary of the Clemson Alumni 
chapter of Charleston. 
C. A. McLendon—'08—is living in 
Atlanta, Ga. Mac was president of 
the '08, class, known as "the naughty 
eights."  . 
K. M. Mace—'25—is living in 
Washington, D. C. He is Secretary 
of the Washington chapter of Clem- 
son   alumni. 
J. L. Marshall—'09—is head of the 
Wood Working dept. at Clemson. 
It was through Logan's efforts that 
the Tiger Brotherhood was formed. 
J. V. Martin—'22—is practicing 
law at Houstin, Texas. 
J. Maxwell—'04—is living in 
Richmond, Va,, and is connected 
with the Virginia Carolina Chem. 
Co John was one of our star ath- 
letes in the early days. He played 
quarterback in football and catcher 
on the baseball team. 
A. J. Milling—'03—is in the whole- 
sale Grocery business in Clinton, 
S. C. 
Methodist Students 
To State Conference 
Some fifty Methodist students, 
headed by John R. Bettis, Wesley 
Foundation president, and Reverend 
David A. Clyburn, will go to An- 
derson this week-end for th.e state 
Methodist student's conference at 
the St.  John's Methodist Church. 
.Bettis is also vice-president of 
the state organization. 1 
Professor Frog Ware Has Big 
Collection Of Guns In Office 
By  JUDDO  CHAPPO 
On the second floor of the Ag- 
ricultural building is a tiny office 
belonging to one Professor "Frog" 
Ware." There is nothing unusual 
about this office other than a 
stack of old guns in the corner 
nearest the door. 
Occasionally some interested stu- 
dent stops to inspect the guns, and 
"Frog" is always ready to give any 
and all information about his col- 
lection. 
The stories these old guns could 
tell if they were able to talk would 
hold one spellbound. Professor 
Ware's office collection consists of 
13 pieces. 
Perhaps the most interesting gun 
in Professor Ware's collection is an 
old flintlock used by Napoleon. 
This piece is a cavalry "short" 
musket of large caliber. The firing 
of the flintlock is most interest- 
ing. The charge is placed in the 
barrel and seated well with the 
ramrod. A small charge of, pow- 
der is placed on the "pan". The 
flint in the hammer strikes a 
spark as it hits the "pan" setting 
off its small charge which in turn 
sets off the charge in the barrel. 
This gun was not very effective as 
compared to the later model flint- 
locks, but was deadly at close 
range. 
The most romantic gun in the 
collection, is an old Arabian flint- 
lock. Although worn by age, the 
beautiful carvings on the lock, 
stock, and barrel are still clear. 
Arabic characters are inlayed 
throughout the gun. It is not in 
working condition. 
The only U. S. Springfield rifle 
in the collection is the model 1873 
caliber .45. This rifle was the first 
step in the reduction of caliber in 
the U S. Army rifles and car- 
bines, having been reduced from 
caliber .50 to .45. This arm was 
adopted after exhaustive tests of 
about 50 different systems both 
domestic and foreign. This arm 
was in use with changes in sights 
and bayonets until 1894, and al- 
though a single shot rifle, was pre- 
ferred to any 'magazine adapta- 
tion of that time. This was the 
last breechloading Springfield ri- 
fle, for in 1894 the Springfield was 
replaced by trie Krag-Jorgensen. 
The famous Krag-Jorgensen 
U. S. Army rifle is the best con- 
ditioned piece in the collection. 
This rifle was used by the U. S. 
troops throughout the Spanish- 
American war, and was used by 
Sweden in the World war. It has 
a caliber of 30-40, and was used 
officially by the United States 
Army from 1894—1902 when it was 
made obselete by the Springfield 
Caliber .30. This Krag is the one 
of the best deer rifles obtainable 
today. 
The most unusual rifle in the 
collection is the Smith carbine. 
Invented by George Smith in 1857, 
it was submitted to the govern- 
ment along with 65 different types 
of carbines which were being 
tested. The Smith was accepted, 
and used from 1861-1865. This 
model is unusual in that the bar- 
rel unlocks and tips open. 
The German Mauser, the most 
widely used weapon of the Ger- 
mans in the World war, makes up 
the second modern weapon of the 
collection. The Mauser was made 
in 1898—and is still uved by the 
German government. This parti- 
cular Mauser is a straight pull bolt 
action type, caliber of 7 mm. The 
receiver and bolt action of the 
Mauser was copied by the United 
States and installed in the Spring- 
field rifle, model 1903. 
Professor Ware's collection also 
contains three of the well known 
"Long Rifles" made so famous by 
Carolina pioneers. These weapons 
are of huge bore, and carried great 
distances easily outranging the 
rifles of the enemy. 
. All but one of the guns are in 
servicable order and Profesor Ware 
often shoots them. This involves 
much interesting work for ammu- 
nition for many of these old guns 
cannot be obtained, and has to be 
made. This in itself is a fascinat- 
ing process. 
By JOE BELDEN, Editor 
Student  Opinion  Surveys  of 
America 
AUSTIN, Texas, February 14 — 
While the youth of Europe marches 
off to the battle fronts, American 
college students stand overwhelm- 
ingly opposed even to the mention 
of compulsory military service in the 
United States. 
This is revealed in a coast-to- 
coast poll conducted by the Stu- 
dent Opinion Surveys of America, 
results of which show that 81 per 
cent of the men and women at- 
tending the nation's colleges and 
universities are against requiring 
"every able-bodied American boy 20 
years old to go into the Army or 
Navy  for  one  year." 
The poll was taken using a scien- 
tific cross section that includes 
exact proportions of the different 
types of students registered in all 
the institutions of higher learning. 
College men, who would have to 
carry the guns and do the march- 
ing, were found to be the most op- 
posed, only 17 per cent favoring. 
But 21 per cent of the half million 
girls   going   to   college   said   they 
favored  military  training—for  the 
boys. 
The national results follow: 
Should Men   Women   Both 
require 17%       21%     19% 
Should not 
require 83 79 81 
These figures contrast with those 
of a recent poll taken by the Sur- 
veys, in which 87 per cent of the 
collegians declared themselves for 
R. O. T. C. training on the campus, 
4 per cent more men than women 
giving their approval. Of.those ap- 
proving,, however, 58 per cent speci- 
fied  that it  should be voluntary. 
The atitude of campus youth on 
Army and Navy service is congru- 
ent with that of the American 
public, for in other national polls, 
opinion has been registered em- 
phatically against initiating this 
practice now so prevalent abroad. ' . 
One explanation of the large 
vote students turned in against 
compulsory service may be that a 
good many believe the United 
States can stay out of the present 
war. In a survey last December, 





The South Carolina Experiment 
station was recently awarded a 
grant of $30,000 with which to 
conduct a study of small scale en- 
terprises which might be used to 
supplement the incomes of South 
Carolina farmers, Experiment Sta- 
tion Director H. #P. Cooper an- 
nounced this week. 
This work will be supervised by 
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of. the de- 
partment of agricultural economics 
and rural sociology, and will be 
centered in  that  department. 
The study will provide an in- 
ventory of existing enterprises 
which increase the incomes of cer- 
tain South Carolina farmers and 
an attempt will be made to pro- 
mote their adoption by the state's 
other farmers in an effort to raise 
the per capita incomes of all South 
Carolina farm families. Special em- 
phasis will be placed on cooperative 
enterprises and upon utilization 
and disposition of products. 
The findings will be published in 
bulletin form and issued through 
the  extension  service  library. 
Education Head 
Speaks To Group 
Dean W. H. Washington, of the 
school of vocational education, 
spoke to the Ruritan Club at 
Travelers Rest Monday night. 
Dean Washington's topic was 
"Educational Problems in South 
Carolina." 
Mr. John R. Neal is president of 
the club, composed of farmers and 
business and professional men. 
Red Sharpe Leads 
Tiger's Gridders 
In 1940 Campaign   'J 
"Red" Sharpe and Bill Hall were 
elected captain and alternate cap- 
tain respectively of next year's foot- 
ball team at the annual organiza- 
tion meeting of the group. The two 
gridsters will take over wh.ere Joe 
Payne and Carl Black, captain and 
alternate of last season's team left 
off. 
Captain Sharpe is a senior from 
Abbeville, and is taking textile en- 
gineering. Although Sharpe is a 
senior in scholastic standing, he 
has had only two years of varsity 
football, ahd, therefore, will be eli- 
gible for another year of playing. 
Alternate Captain Hall, is a gen- 
eral science junior from Charleston, 
S. C. Both men were highly instru- 
mental in putting Clemson in a tie 
with the Blue Devils of Duke for 
first place in the conference, and 
in their 6-3 defeat of Boston Col- 
lege in the New Year's Day Cot- 
ton Bowl classic. 8 
Many rattle snakes cannot1 be 
kept long in captivity because they 
decline to eat and gradually starve 
to death. / 8 
Small eggs, ridged eggs, extreme- 
ly long or thin-shelled ones are not 
desirable for hatching purposes. 
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Discovery 
The first white male child born 
on Manhattan island was Jean 
Vigne in 1614. He grew up to be- 
come  a farmer  and brewer. 
The   first   fire   company   in   New 
York, in  1658, was known at "The 
Rattle  Watch." It numbered  eight 
imen. 
COLUMBIA   RECORDS 
Raymond Scott, long famous for 
his Quintet (actually six men), and 
for his unusual modernistic com- 
positions and arangements, has in- 
vaded the large - band field with 
an orchestra of unexcelled quality. 
The tone, . execution, and all- 
round musicianship of the new 
band is up to that of any of the 
present favorites. Scott is definite- 
ly an originator, in his arrange- 
ments he strictly avoids all of the 
stereotyped figures and effects 
that make so much of our music 
monotonous. Four sides recently 
recorded for Columbia, and soon to 
be released are: JUST A GIGOLO, 
THE PEANUT VENDOR, HUCK- 
LEBERRY DUCK, and BUS- 
NESS MANS BOUNCE. The last 
two mentioned are Scott originals. 
Count Basie recently added an- 
other original tune to his band's 
repertoire—HOLLYWOOD JUMP— 
has all the punch you'd expect. On 
the other side SOMEDAY SWEET- 
HEART is taken in fine medium 
tempo, and contains good soloes by 
Basie on piano, and Buck Clayton 
on trumpet. 
Many people like only music 
with a clearly defined melody. 
They cannot appreciate music 
which is composed of improvisions 
around a chord sequence. To such, 
two sides by the Benny Goodman 
Sextet—SHIVERS— and SEVEN 
COME ELEVEN—are not recom- 
mended. However, they will be 
greatly enjoyed by those who un- 
derstand the feeling behind a fine- 
ly conceived and executed hot 
solo. 
VOCALION RECORDS 
On Vocalion, Slim Gaillard and 
the Flat Foot Floogie Boys have 
cut two sides MATZOH BALLS, 
and IT'S YOU, ONLY YOU. YOU 
is fine blues. Two sides by Al 
Donahue are not bad COPENHA- 
GEN, a high powered arrange- 
ment, andLOW DOWN RHYTHM 
IN A TOP HAT, theme. 
DECCA RECORDS 
Count Basie's last recording for 
Decca is a double of EVIL BLUES, 
and JICE AT FIVE. Both are in 
medium tempo and are typically 
Basie. Four sides by Bob Crosby 
areLITTLE RED FOX, PINCH ME, 
BETWEEN 18th 19th ON CHEST- 
NUT STREET, and I WANNA 
WRAP YOU UP. FOX is a much 
better rendition (nan the tune 
warrants. PINCH contains a beau- 
tiful Billy Butterfield trumpet be- 
hind  Crosby's vocal. 
Woody Herman's BLUES ON 
PARADE will sound rather trite 
the first time but will grow on 
you with subsequent playings. Al 
Cooper's Savoy Sultans record 
WHEN I GROW TO OLD TO 
DREAM and JUMPIN' THE 
BLUES. Both are good. JUMPIN' 
contains some fine off-shade stuff 
that, will put you on edge. Two 
new ones from Jimmy Dorsey — 
NOW YOU KNOW, and DO IT 
AGAIN. NOW is a beautiful tune 
beautifully done. AGAIN—the way 
Helen O'Connell sings—o-o-oh! 
Fine alto from Dorsey. 
State Leaders 
Confer Here 
Miss Louise Moore, special agent 
in charge of trade and industrial 
education for women in the state, 
and State Supervisor B. R. Tur- 
ner of Columbia, were on the cam- 
pus February 15 for. a conference 
with members of the vocational 
education faculty. 
Plans for training the large 
number of women in the state's 
industries  were  discussed. 
Bob Jones, youthful Clemson 
boxing coach, was never associated 
with the squared circle in any ca- 
pacity before being appointed 
mentor of the Tiger fisticuffers in 
1934. His Clemson teams have won 
23 matches, lost seven, tied six. 
He won the Southern Conference 
championship in 1938 ahd develop- 
ed Russell Dorn, 1937 and 1938 
Southern Conference senior wel- 
terweight champion and Harvey 
Ferguson, 1938 Conference light- 
heavyweight   champion. 
The first telephone swithboard 
was put into sorvice at New Haven, 
Conn.,   January  28,   1878. 
STONE BROS. 
Cordially Invites All Clemson Men 
Complete Outfitters To Men, 
Young Men and Students. 
108 N. Main St. Greenville, S. C. 
CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS 
WELCOME AT 
PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1 
14 Pendleton Street       Greenville, S. C. 
TENNIS RACKET RESTRING 
  $1.95"' With VICTOR "Strings That Win" 
The Anderson Hardware Co. 
ANDRSON, S. C. 
South Africa has two official lan- 
guages, English and Afrikaans. The 
latter is derived from the Dutch 
of the 17th century. 
The government-regulated na- 
tional pawnshop in Mexico City is 
known at the Mountede Piedad, 
or Mount of Pitv. 
NEW SPRING SHOES 
at HOKE SLOAN'S 
White and  tan combinations  are right.  Palm Beach 
Suits will soon arrive, also new slacks. 
Juniors and Seniors Use Your R. O. T. C. Credit 
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Tiger Pugs Clinch State Crown With Win Over Citadel Cadets 
By J. iS. MACE 
The boxers are coming along in grand style. At the 
' beginning of the season things didn't look so good for them. 
Although nearly all the veterans were back to hold down 
their old positions, and quite a few promising new men 
were out to fill the vacants left by graduation, still matters 
weren't going too smoothly. It seemed that none of the let- 
termen could regain his '39 form, and things looked mighty 
black for Coach Jones' boys. In their first home match of 
the year, the Clemson boxers were disappointing in their 
showing. Miami beat them 4 1-2 to 3 1-2, and the beating 
administered by the Florida team was even worse than 
the score showed. However, the boxers were not. in good 
condition then, and were forced to fight slow, cautious 
bouts. 
IMPROVEMENT 
Then came P. C. and the Tigers looked a little better. 
Their footwork and timing were improved, and because of 
their better condition, they were able to fight at full blast 
for all three rounds. The next series of bouts was with Va. 
Tech. The Gobblers were handily disposed of by the Tigers, 
six matches to two. It was this match that really showed the 
fans what an improvement the mittmen had undergone. 
Then came the fights with Carolina in Columbia. Clem- 
son won over the favored Gamecock team 4 1-2 to 3 1-2. 
Now there remains only one more match before the Tigers 
travel to the state capital to have a go in the Southern 
Conference boxing tournament. And since the Tigers' have 
shown so much improvement lately, they're going to be a 
big threat to Maryland's championship crown. , 
ROSS 
The seeded lists for the. tournament haven't been re- 
leased as yet, but when they are, you can be sure one or 
more Clemson boxers are going to be right at the top of 
the list, and several more will, be close to the top. At 
present, rumor has it that Edgar Ross, fast Tiger light- 
weight, will get the number one seeding in his weight 
class, and Lauren Dreisbach, Aubrey Rion, and Warren 
Wilson will be close to the number one-position. Possible 
dark horses in the Clemson outfit will be Kenny Dorn, 
Wilson Rumph and Milton Berry. Maryland, of course, will 
be favored to retain her crown, but Clemson is going to 
be a tough opponent to kick. 
"ROCK" AND THE BOYS 
In the first game under their new coach, the Tiger 
basketeers ran against a snag as the White Phantoms of 
North Carolina University beat them 39 to 31. However, 
that loss is understandable. After all, whenever there's a 
change of any kind, it takes a little while to readjust 
matters. Basketball teams are no exception, so naturally 
it would take a certain length of time for a new coach to 
get to know the boys and understand their personalities 
and methods of play. It works the other way around too, 
because the players have to have a little time to earn and 
get accustomed to the new coach's system of coaching. 
Now it looks as if Coach Norman and the team under- 
stand each other, because the basketeers went down to 
Charleston and whipped The Citadel 38 to 27. Maybe the 
score wasn't so very big, but the teamwork was better than 
it has been, and, after all, that's what counts most in any 
team. If the boys continue to play as well as they have, 
and if the goal shooting improves as much as it should, 
then the Tigers stand a good chance of getting a tourna- 
ment bid, and, if and when they do get a bid, they have 
a better than even chance of reaching the finals, and may 
even go so far as to win the tournament. 
POETRY AND TRACK 
It's spring. And in the spring a young man's fancy 
lightly turns to thoughts of track and spring football prac- 
tice. Well, maybe those weren't the exact words of the 
poet, but they apply to the situation at hand, and so we 
use them here. Football practice hasn't begun yet, but 
Coach Norman has already started getting his track team 
in shape for the season of track meets that will start soon. 
He is going to have a hard time keeping up the good re- 
cords left by the teams of the last three or four years 
though, because there is a dearth of good track material. 
Nevertheless, by using the few veterans that have return- 
ed as a nucleus, and taking the promising new men that 
have turned out, possibly another state championship team 
;an be turned out. 
SWIMMING, RIFLE, TENNIS 
The minor sports are beginning their seasons now, 
too. The swimming team has been practicing for some 
time, but just began their season last week by beating 
Emory in an intercollegiate swimming meet. It looks as if 
this years edition of the tankmen is even better than last 
year's state and southern conference champions 
The rifle team also opened its season last week in a 
shoulder-to-shoulder match with The Citadel and the Uni- 
versity of Georgia. Although the Tigers lost the match, 
they have lots of room for improvement and should give 
a good account of themselves in other matches later this 
year. 
The tennis team has braved the wet and cold weather 
to start practicing for its round of tournaments later in 
the year. Probably the team will be unable to break the 
tennis supremacy of Presbyterian College in the state, but 
it should take second place in the state meet which will be- 
held in the late spring. 
Tiger Tankmen 
Down Emory By 
Lop-Sided Score 
In their first appearance of the 
season, the mermen of Clemson 
handily defeated Emory University's 
tank team by the score of 53 1-2 to 
21 1-2. The Tigers, with Holtzen- 
dorff, Martin and Ehrhardt vieing 
for individual honors, won easily, 
copping first place in every event 
except diving which was won by 
Emory's  Mason. 
The 300 yard medley relay team 
of Martin, J. M'Knight, and B. 
M'Knight. won its race easily. 
Ehrhardt, Clemson's crack 16ng 
distance free style specialist, took 
first place in both the 220 yard and 
the 400 yard free style events. 
Holtzendorff, another dual win- 
ner, led the pack home in the 
50 yard and the 100 yard free 
style heats. Martin, oackstroke ar- 
tist and co-captain of the Clem- 
son aquatic aspirants, added an- 
other first place by taking the 150 
yard backstroke event. 
Summaries: 
300 yard medley relay — First 
Clemson. Time 3 min. 31 3-10 sec. 
Swimmers, Martin, J. M'Knight, 
and B. M'Knight. 
220 yard freestyle—First, Ehrdart, 
Clemson; second, Acosta, Emory; 
third, Brown, Clemson. Time 2 min. 
49  4-10  sec. 
50 yard free style—First, Holtzen- 
dorff, Clemson; second Smith, Em- 
ory; third, Ed^erton, Emory, Haden, 
Clemson. Time—25 9-10 sec. 
Diving—First, Mason, Emory, 
85.6 pts; second, Richards, Clemson; 
third, Barron, Emory. 
100 yard free style—First Holtz- 
endorff, Clemson; second, Gregory, 
Clemson; third Barron, Emory. 
Time, 5 min. 58 9-10 sec. 
150 yard backstroke—First, Martin, 
Clemson; second, J. M'Knight, 
Clemson; third, Keenan, Emory. 
Time, 2 min. 57 5-10 sec. 
400 yard free style—First, Ehr- 
hardt, Clemson; second, Denny, 
Emory; third, Acosta,' Emory. Time. 
6 min. 17 sec. 
400 yard free style relay—First, 
Clemson. Time, 4 min. 16 sec. Swim- 
mers, Haden, B. M'Knight, Martin, 
Holtzendorff. 
Tiger Stock Rises 
As Conference 
Tournament Near 
CAMPUS ESS0 STATION 
OPEN ALL NIGHT ON DANCE 
WEEK-ENDS 
Washing • Greasing • Polishing 
CLEMSON MEN ALWAYS WELCOME 
THOMAS F. EVATT, Mgr. 
Duke Basketeers 
Defeat Bengals 
In Close Battle 
In a nip and tuck battle that 
kept 3,500 frenzy fans, packed in- 
to the field-house on their feet, 
the Blue Devils of the Duke Uni- 
versity nosed out the brilliant 
Tigers basketeers in an extra 
period 39 to 37 Monday night to 
strengthen their lead in the 
Southern Conference race. 
It was any team's game from 
the opening whistle till the end 
of the extra period with spectacu- 
lar shooting and guarding spic- 
ing the fracas. 
Two and a half minutes after 
the initial whistle, Duke's sharp 
shooting forward, Mock, tipped one 
in under the basket to put Duke 
ahead. A few seconds later, Val- 
asevsk long shot swished through 
the net and the Bule Devils led 4 
to 0. Not to be denied, the Tiger 
quintet worked the ball in close 
and McFadden's pivot shot was 
good for two points 
Behind the brillant floor work 
and shooting of Holley, Mock and 
Valased, Duke led at the half 21 
to 17. With spurts of brilliant 
floor work, the Bengals overcame 
the lead in the second half and 
Barney Coyle knotted the scores 
at 33 all with his spectacular shot 
from center of the floor in the 
closing seconds of the last period. 
Numerous fouls took heavy toll on 
both teams. McFadden and Mock 
were pulled out in the closing 
minutes of the fracas. In a five 
minute extra period, Allen tipped 
in two goals followed by Markers 
by Moorman, Bagnal, and Lancas- 
ter. But the Tigers last efforts 
Was to no avail and the closing 
whistle of the heart - breaking af- 
fair caught them trailing by two 
points. 
Lineups: 
Duke (39) G    F    TP 
Parson, f  .... .... 0     2     2 
Mock,  f    ....  .... 5 
Price, f  0 
Shokes, f  .... 2 
Holley, f  ,'."."  3 
Allen, c  3 
Valsek, g       2 
Connell, g ",  i 
















Totals      11     15   37 
Half - time Score: Duke 21, 
Clemson 17. 
Free throws missed: McFadden, 
Lancaster, Moorman, Bagnal, 
Price, Connelly 2, Allen. 
Officials: Percy Caldwell (Clem- 
son), Jack Alexander (Duke). 
Clemson (37) G    F 
Buchanan, f    2     2 
Coyle, f  ..   2     1 
Bagnol, f   2     2 
McFadden, c   .   2      2 
Abee,  c    .._  .... 0      0 
Lancaster, g ...   2     5 
Moorman, g   1     3 
Poultry Expert 
To Visit Here 
Mr. A. B. Godfrey,' of the U. S. 
Bureau of Animal Industry, Wash- 
ington, D. C, will visit Clemson 
February 17 as coordinator for the 
National Poultry Improvement plan. 
He mill confer with Mr. C. L. 
Morgan, of the poultry depart- 
ment, on the operation of the plan 
In the most spectacular boxing 
matches the field house has seen 
this year, the Clemson Tigers and 
The Citadel Bulldogs worked to- 
gether to thrill into frenzied ex- 
citement the 3,800 fans who had 
trecked to Tigertown to view the 
amazing  spectacle. 
The two feature bouts of the 
evening were in the welterweight 
and lightheavyweight divisions. In 
the former clemson's Lauren Dries- 
bach and Louis Dempesis of The 
Citadel went at it for three rounds 
only to have the decision awarded 
them both as a draw. 
In the lightheavy range, Harvey 
Ferguson, Clemson, outpointed 
Duncan of the Bulldog squad in 
a three round extravaganza of 
fisticuffs. » 
Clemson's captain Milton Berry 
opened the series of matches against 
Hoffman of The Citadel. Both fight- 
ers immediately started throwing 
leather and brought the crowd roar- 
ing to its feet by their slugging 
tactics. The fight was one of the 
fastest of the night and was char- 
acterized by Hoffman's ' ability to 
take it and come back for more. 
The fight ended in a draw.t 
The second fight was between 
Humph of Clemson and Bagnal of 
The Citadel. These two fighters 
carried on the precedent set by the 
bantamweights, and came out 
fighting with no preliminary spar- 
ring around. The first round was 
a slugfest with Rumph slightly on 
the worst end of the deal. The sec- 
ond round was the most hectic of 
the whole group of fights; it was 
give and take with no quarter asked 
or granted. Both boxers were weak- 
kneed from exhaustion at the bell. 
For the third round the two fight- 
ers came out slow and slightly 
groggy. None of the blows were hard 
enough to do any damage, how- 
ever. The fight went to Bagnal 
by a close margin. 
ROSS GETS TKO 
Ross, Clemson, and Stackhouse of 
The Citadel were the participants 
in, the lightweight class. The fight 
was slow starting and neither fight- 
er was able to land a telling blow. 
The bout was slightly in favor of 
Ross until the third round when 
Stackhouse had trouble with his 
shoudler and was unable to con- 
tinue the bout. The fight was 
awarded to Ross on a T. K. O. 
It remained for Driesbach of the 
Tigers and Lempesis of the Bull- 
dogs to show the crowd the mean- 
ing of the word "slugfest". In a 
three round battle that consisted 
mainly of toe to toe slugging; the 
two fighters put on an exhibition 
of the fastest glove throwing that 
has been seen in these parts in 
many a day. The fight- was so 
fierce and offensive on the part of 
both fighters that the referee call- 
ed the match a draw. 
Greene of Clemson easily out- 
pointed Rucker of The Citadel to 
win the bout in a breeze. Rucker 
was an excellent defensive boxer 
but was unable to land any punches 
of his own. This match was the 
bloodiest of the night; Greene 
opened a cut on Rucker's lip and 
started his nose bleeding in the 
first round. By the end of the 
fight Rucker was bleeding badly 
from both lip and nose. 
RION  LOSES 
The shortest fight of the evening 
was between Aubrey Rion of Clem- 
son and Orick of The Citadel. Rion 
was caught unawares early in the 
first round by a hard punch, and 
from that point on was at the 
mercy of the Bulldog puncher. Af- 
ter the second knockdown Coach 
Jones threw in the towel, but Au- 
brey was so groggy that he kept on 
trying to fight even after the fight 
had been awarded to the opposing 
boxer. 
FERGUSON WINS 
The Duncan (Citadel), Ferguson 
(Clemson) fight was another bout 
that featured give and take meth- 
ods. Ferguson, always willing to 
take a punch in order to give one 
in return, was up to his usual tricks 
in outhitting his opponent, but 
Duncan was fast and able to dodge 
most of Ferguson's blows. Duncan 
furnished a good laugh to the spec- 
tators with his jitterbug tactics, 
but all was to no avail, because 
the Clemson boxer landed too many 
punches and won on points. 
In the heavyweight division, War- 
ren Wilson, Clemson, furnished the 
crowd another thrill by knocking 
out Young of The Citadel in the 
third round. 
Wilson, always out to give the 
crowd some fun, was in fine fettle 
all during the fight and clowned 
and played his way through the 
first two rounds. He wasn't playing 
too hard however, bepause he had 
Young groggy at the end of the 
second round and was just toying 
with him during the early part of 
the third. Then Wilson got serious 
and put his man down once, then 
again to win by a technical knock- 
out. 
HO\MRD, *** 
A NATIVE OF 
DARLOW BEND, ALA., 
WON HIS VARSITY 




WALLACE WADE AT 
THE U. OF ALABAMA 
lNv2.ft-^9-%30A 
CONVING'TO CLEMSON AS "FOOTBALL 
LINE COACH AND VARSITY TRACK 
COACH IN 1931, FRANK. HAS EARNED     / 
WIDE ACCLAIM IN COACHING CIRCLES^ 
JESS NEELY'S 
SUCCESSOR 
AS HEAD COACH AT 
CLEMSON COLLEGE.,.. 
^BWML -a 
—Courtesy     the   Charleston   News and Courier 
New Bishop Here 
For Confirmation 
Of Clemson Men 
A large congregation was pres- 
ent at Holy Trinity Church last 
Sunday to hear the Right Rever- 
end John j. Gravatt, newly con- 
secrated Bishop of the Episcopal 
Diocese of Upper South Carolina, 
in his first official visit to Clem- 
son. 
Special music was presented by 
the Clemson Glee club quartet. 
The Bishop administered the 
Episcopal Rite of Confirmation to 
Cades Sidney T. Keel, Richard L. 
Breeland,   and   Judson  F.   Chapin, 
in South Carolina. 
Mr.   Godfrey      graduated    from 
Clemson in  1928. 
Coaches Tapped 
By Order Of "C" 
Head Coach Frank Howard and 
Coach "Rock" Norman were in- 
ducted into the Block "C" club at a 
recent ch&ipel-day program spon- 
sored by the organization. The pro- 
gram was led by Bob Moorman, 
president of the club who was in- 
troduced by Dr. E. W. Sikes. 
After prexy Moorman had plac- 
ed the Block "C" insignia around 
the necks of the two new members, 
Coach Howard made a, speech in 
furtherance of the athletic pro- 
gram at Clemson and,then intro- 
duced members of his coaching' 
staff. Coach Norman made a short 
talk on athletics, stressing - the 
track team and its need of more 
material. He also spoke of his ap- 
preciation of the fine cooperative 
spirit shown here at the college 
and told of his great pleasure at 
being asked to coach at Clemson. 
After Coach Norman's speech, the 
meeting was dismissed by Dr. Sikes. 
Minarets Select 
Six Architects 
President Steve Moore, of Min- 
arets, honorary architectural fra- 
ternity, this week announced the 
election of six men to membership 
These men are G. E. Ross, Green- 
ville, J. H. Miller, Columbia, D. L. 
Grantham, Savannah, Ga.; H. E. 
Avent, BennettsviUe; Sam T. Earle, 
Greenville; and J. W. Epps, Kings- 
tree. 8 
Wade To Captain 
'40 Racketeers 
Bill Wade, a senior from Clin- 
ton, S. C. taking general science, 
was elected captain of the 1940 
tennis team, at a meeting of the 
racketeers Monday night. Thurs- 
ton Bagnal and Howard Burnette 
were elected alternate captain and 
playing manager respectively. 
The tennis team has four vet- 
eran lettermen back this year to 
form the nucleus for .Coach Hoke 
Sloan's team. Bill Wade, Thurs- 
ton Bagnal, Hoby Holtzendorff, 
and Pete King have already made 
their minor letters; and Billy 
Baker, Howard Burnette, George 
Irby, and Frank Rogers are new 
men who are out to fill the vacan- 
cies left by graduation. 
Anderson Lions 
Hear Washington 
Dean W. H. Washington, of 
school of vocational education, 
spoke to the Lions club in Ander- 
son February 8. The subject of his 
talk was "Teacher Education at 
Clemson". 
Dr. J. O. Sanders, Clemson grad- 
uate, was chairman of the program 
committee for the meeting. 
VAUGHN'S—JEWELERS 
16 West North Street 
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY 
Moderate Prices 
Greenville,  South  Carolina 
Basketball Tops 
Intramural Card 
Basketball takes the intramural 
sportlight again this week as prac- 
tice for the coming Brigade intra- 
mural basketball tournament gets 
under way. Bang-up games are 
being held each night both in the 
field house and on the "Y" court. 
Each company is entering a team 
in the tourney and hundreds of 
boys are eagerly awaiting March 




"Rock" Norman, Clemson's new 
basketball coach, took his quintet 
to Charleston last Saturday and 
won a decisive victory over The 
Citadel, 38-27. This was "Rock's" 
first trip back to Charleston since 
he quit his coaching job there two 
weeks ago. He had coached the 
Bulldogs for four years and gave 
up his job. there to succeed Joe 
Davis as basketball coach here at 
Clemson. 
This was a Southern Confer- 
ence game and by winning it Clem- 
son raised herself a little more to- 
ward the number one position. The 
Tigers rank first in the State hav- 
ing won four games in four starts. 
Banks McFadden upheld his po- 
sition with expert ability even 
though he was guarded by two men 
most of the time. He and Lancas- 
ter tied for high scorer for the 
Tigers with 10 points each. Howard 
led the Bulldogs with 12 points to 
his credit. 
Riflemen Take 
Third Place In 
Warm-Up Matches 
The Citadel was the winner in a 
three way shoulder-to-shoulder 
rifle match at Clemson last Satur- 
day with a total score of 1,261. The 
University of Georgia was second 
with 1,224, and Clemson was third 
with 1,194. 
The cadets from The Citadel got 
off to an early lead in the' first 
position, prone, and were never 
headed. The University of Georgia 
cut down their lead in the istting 
position, but Citadel came right 
back to win in a walk-away by 
adding to their lead in the last two 
positions, kneeling and standing. 
• Mosteller of The Citadel and 
Preibe of the University of Georgia 
were tied for top honors in the 
match with 186 points out of a pos- 
sible 200. Gates of The Citadel 
was second high scorer with a 182. 
while Terrell of The Citadel and 
Wright of The University of Geor- 
gia were tied for third with 181's. 
Mackintosh was high shot for 
Ctomson' with 179 points, with Hun- 
ter close on his heels with a 175. 
The match was fired by teams of 
ten men from each institution, the 
seven high scores counting. Major 
Walthour was the army officer of- 
ficiating. 
NEW RADIO SHOP in Clemsot 
Located   next   to  L.   C.  Martin 
Drug Co. 
Owned  and  operated  by 
R. L. THOMPSON 
Former   operator   of   Seneca 
Radio   Service 
MARCUM'S JEWELRY STORE 
OF EASLEY 
Roll  Films  Developed   .  .  . Enlarged  Any   Size 
Send   your   negatives   or   complete   roll. 
MARCUM'S, EASLEY,  S.  C. 
IT  PAYLS   TO  KEEP NEAT    HAVE  YOUR CLOTHES 
CLEANED AND PRESSED REGULARLY AT— 
BODIFORD'S 
CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS 
WELCOME AT 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
Main Street Anderson/ S. C. 
WE HAVE 
MM xm M9 s 
At Very Reasonable Prices 
luuiiiiiiiiimi 
Also, Shaeffer and Parker Pens. Your Name 
In Gold At No Extra Cost For All Pens Over 
$1.50 
L. C. Martin 
Drug Company, Inc. 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner The Official College Book and Supply Store 
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Fourth   Engineers   And  Architects  Exposition  Set  For April   13 
Student Group 
To Direct Show 
Student Executive Council 
Chairman Tom Richardson an- 
nounced today that the fourth bi- 
ennial Engineers and Architects 
exposition will be held the week- 
end of April 13. 
Richardson said that the great- 
est, show in the history of the ex- 
position is being planned. "We are 
trying to make the show as color- 
ful as possible," he said. More than 
5000 visitors are expected to come 
here for the .-exhibits. 
Projects, Richardson said, are 
being planned to especialy illus- 
trate the latest advances in engi- 
neering. Among other things, Pol- 
aroid, a new glass which reduces 
glare to a minimum will be dis- 
played. Plorescent tubes, a secent 
achievement in lighting, will be 
used to light the exhibits wherever 
possible. 
New developments in heating 
will also receive practical appli- 
cation. The entire basement will 
be air conditioned. 
If possible the new engineering 
library of Tau Beta Pi will be 
opened for inspection during the 
exposition. Tau Beta Pi officers 
are not yet sure that the" library 
will be ready, however. 
Besides Richardson, student 
members of the executive council 
are L. J. Woodward, electrical en- 
gineering, J. B. Jones, chemical 
engineering, A. D. sutton, civil en- 




Professor W. G. Crandall and 
Dr. T. A. White, of the department 
of agricultural education, attended 
the Southern Association of Agri- 
cultural Workers convention in 
Birmingham last week. They rep- 
resented the department qf voca- 
tional agricultural education at 
the meet. 11 
2272 Enrollment 
Sets New Record 
With the enrollment of 45 
students this semester the en- 
rollment of Clemson for the 
1939 - 40 session reached an all 
time high of 2272, Registrar 
G.  E.  Metz  said  today. 
The enrollment this session 
represents an increase of 122 
students over the same period 
last year when 2150 students 
had registered. 
Mr. Metz said that 23 stu- 
dents who registered this sem- 
ester were new students and 22 
had attended Clemson before 
this session. 
Rooms in barracks were 
available for all of the new 
students who did not want to 
live on the campus. Plans to 
move all of the students out of 
the temporary barracks, how- 
ever, were dropped because of 




On Sale at the Canteen 
and Everywhere Else 
NEHI 
BOTTLING CO. 
Anderson, S. C. 
"Buck Barton" 
FACULTY MEN HONORED:—These men were 
unanimously elected to membership in Tiger Bro- 
therhood, honorary leadership fraternity, this 
week, Crawford Lawton, president, announced 
today. These men, chosen on the basis of their 
record of service and leadership at Clemson, have 
as their contemporary honorary initiate the Hon. 
Joe Douthit, outstanding member of the Clemson 
college Board of Trustees. Above are left to right: 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant, Professor 




The Clemson Glee Club will 
make its first trip of tha year this 
week-end, appearing at Estill, 
Barnwell, Augusta, Ga., 'and An- 
derson. 
The group will leave the campus 
Friday and will smg at the school 
house in. Estill that night; Satur- 
day, they .will go to Barnwell. Sun- 
day morning the club will be at tlvs 
Curtis Baptist Church in Augusta. 
From Augusta the group will re- 
turn to Anderson, where they will 
sing at the Presbyterian Church. 
Officers of the Glee Club are: W. 
H. Manning, president; J. A. Mc- 
Millan, vice president; J. S. Gar- 
rison, secretary and treasurer, and 
Mrs. Harold D. Cochran, director. 
Mrs. Hubert Webb is the aecom- 
paniest, and Marion McGill, trum- 
phet soloist. 
Members include: W. E. Bates, O. 
C. Bradshaw, W. C. Boliver, E. D. 
Bubser, D. Cleveland, H. Cain, P. 
C. Cothran, T. K. Cribb, and E. S. 
Compton. 
Also M. H.  Davis, W. E. Darby, 
F. T. Ford, J. S. Garrison, S. T. 
Hooker, F. C. Hobson, J. C. Hunter, 
W. J. Henry, W. C. Hughes, J. E. 
Kellitt, J. M. Klinck, and A. D. 
Lewis. 
Also W. H. Manning, A. W. Mar- 
shall, W. B. Mathews, J. H. Mc- 
Millan, J. O. Nesbitt, H. D Preg- 
nall, R F. Poston, N. H. Palmer, A. 
H. Rumsay, and M. L. Reaves. 
Also H. S. Rhyne, J. D. Simonds, 
W. B. Sharp, F. R. Troebridge, F. 
R.   Weinheimer,   W.   G.   Wofford, 
G. P. Wright, Jim Jay, J. K. Green, 
M. D. Watson, and F. Lee. 8 
Willis King, Jr.,' research as- 
sistant in dairy husbandry at the 
University of Wisconsin, will re- 
ceive his PhD in June. King, who 
finished Clemson in '26, is a mem- 
ber of both Phi Sigma and Sigma 
Xi, national honorary scientific 
fraternities. 
"A  Complete Printing-  Service" 
ELECTRIC   CITY 
PRINTING  COMPANY 
Est.—1920 
W. Benson St. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Zoologist Discovers 
Frozen Duck Native 
Of Northern Alaska 
The severity of the nation's 
recent sub-freezing weather was 
more firmly impressed upon the 
Clemson College Zoology de- 
partment last week when a duck 
seldom seen farther South than 
the Great Lakes region was 
found frozen to death- on Lake 
Isaqueena near. here. 
Professor R. E. Ware, a mem- 
ber of Clemson's Zoology fac- 
ulty and the operator of a bird- 
banding station, is. reasonably 
certain that the duck is a "Bar- 
row's Golden Eye," a native of 
Alaska. 
"We believe that the duck 
found frozen to death on Lake 
Isaqueena to be "Barrow's Gol- 
den Eye," Professor Ware said, 
"and will send it to the biolog- 
ical survey in Washington for 
verification. If our identifica- 
tion is correct, it will be an 
extremely rare and valuable 
zoological record for the state 
of   South   Carolina." 
"Barrow's Golden Eye" breeds 
from Alaska to the Great Lakes 
and the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
region. The bird was once re- 
corded as far South as Wash- 
ington, D. C, and has been 
seen on Long Island. This is its 
first appearance in South Car- 
olina. 
The point of identification 
between Barrow's Golden Eye 
and the American Golden Eye, 
an occasional visitor to this 
section, consists only of a very 
small black streak—less than 
one-sixteenth of an inch wide— 
at the tip of several white fea- 
thers on the wing coverts. 
Graduate Killed 
In Auto Accident 
Near Spartanburg 
Funeral services lor Hubert Mc- 
Alister, graduate of Clemson in the 
class of 1938, were conducted Tues- 
day at the First Baptist church of 
Pendleton. 
A native of Pendleton, McAlister 
had been affiliated with the Slater 
Manufacturing company for the 
past year. He was fatally injured 
when the car in which he was rid- 
ing left the dual-lane Greenville 
highway about a half-mile from 
Spartanburg   last   week-end. 
G'E Campus Mem 
GHASTLY REALITY 
THE citizens of Schenectady, General 
Electric's headquarters, have long been 
looking at the giant that is radio and say- 
ing, "I knew him when!" For G-E radio 
engineers have made scores of important 
contributions to radio progress. 
GOLD RUSH 
IF YOU talked to an old-time prospector, 
he would probably tell.^you that while 
burros are more than a little aggravating 
at times, they are also very handy animals. 
For when it comes to carrying parapher- 
nalia ranging from pick axes to flour and 
bacon, they're tops. 
But good as burros can be, they haven't 
a chance in modern large-scale mining opera- 
tions; they're completely out in the cold. 
Electric shovels and dredges, for example, 
are part of one California company's equip- 
ment. Scooping out the pay dirt in great 
gulps, the • shovel dumps it into barges 
containing the recovery machinery—and 
there's the gold. 
Aiding such modem miners are G-E engi- 
neers, Test men and ex-Test men alike. 
For this particular job they' supplied a 
motor-generator set, a hoisting motor, and 
various control and auxiliary units. What 
chance has the lowly burro? 
Now they are giving Schenectadians some- 
thing new to boast of in a radio way. These 
engineers, headed by C. A. Priest, Maine 
'25 and ex-Test man, will soon put in opera- 
tion a station based on the revolutionary 
"frequency modulation" system of broad- 
casting developed by Edwin H. Armstrong. 
Among the features of this new system are 
extremely high fidelity, better signal cover- 
age, and virtual elimination of static. In 
fact, so life-like was a recent demonstration 
broadcast that an English journalist simply 
said, "It was ghastly in its reality." 
GENERAL H ELECTRIC 
Conservationist 
Speaks At "Y" 
Dr. W. C. Lowdermilk, assistant 
chief of the Soil Conservation Ser- 
vice with headquarters at Spartan- 
burg, spoke at the YMCA vespers 
Sunday afternoon. 
His lecture was copiously illustrat- 
ed with colored slides made during a 
recent survey by Dr. Lowdermilk in 
England, France, Holland, Italy, 
Palestine, Phoenicia, the deserts of 
Sahara and Arabia, and other an- 
cient and modern agricultural 
areas of the Old World. 
Highlights of the picture story 
includes scenes in the Rothamsted 
experiment station, in England, 
claimed to be tne oldest agricul- 
tural experiment station in the 
world; the new Zuider Zee project 
in Holland, which will reclaim an 
additional 550,000 productive acres 
from the floor of the sea. 
Dr. Lowdermilk expressed the 
opinion that the constantly in- 
creasing knowledge of the control 
of soil erosion is comparable to the 
discovery of fire, from the stand- 
point of progress of the human 
race. Efforts begun in ancient 
Phoenicia more than 4,000 years 
ago, he says, have reached their 
highest development in the United 
States today. 
The lesson which the experiences 
of the older countries teach is a 
challenge to the people of America 
to conserve the soil resources of 
this country while there are still 
great areas of good land, Dr. 
Lowdermilk concludes. The sal- 
vation of the American way of life 
depends on the success or failure 
of these esiorts, he added. 
Community Players Present 
"Ceding Zero" March 5,6th 
Arrangements are being com- 
pleted for the Clemson Community 
Players production, "Ceiling Zero", 
which will be presented to cadets 
March 5, and to the campus folk 
and outsiders March 6, at 8:15. 
Regular rehearsals began Tues- 
day night. Sound effect records 
have been obtained for the air- 
plane motors, crash, and storm. 
Cadet tickets will be sold through 
the First Sergeant's club for twenty 
five cents. Adult tickets are fifty 
cents. Sgt. K. R. Helton is hand- 
ling the sale of tickets. 
Following is a list of characters 
in the order of their appearance: 
Buzz Gordon (radio operator), Ca- 
det S. S. Casserly; Doc Wilson 
(chief mechanic), Frank Morgan; 
Baldy Wright (mechanic), Sgt. K. 
R. Helton; Les Bogan (meteorolo- 
gist), John Breggor; Jake Lee (supt. 
eastern division), Archie McDowell; 
Tommy Thomas (hostess), Claudi- 
anna Evans; Lou Clark (Tsx's 
wife), Mrs. John Breggor; Tex 
Clark   (pilot),   Jack   Stevens;   Tay 
Lawson (pilot), Cadet George Hen- 
riquez; Al Stone (vice-pres. in 
charge of operations), W. G. Mil- 
ler; Eddie Payson (pilot), Cadet 
Jimmie Nesbitt; Dizzy Davis (pilot), 
Tom Fitzpatrick; Joe Allen (in- 
spector, Division of Air Commerce), 
Charlie Morgan; Mike Owens (jan- 
itor), Cadet M. E. Jenkins; Mary 
Lee (Jake's wife), Ruth Burress; 
Dick Peterson (pilot), Cadet Jud- 
son Chapin; Fred Adams (airplane 
manufacturer), Cadet R. A. Peri- 
cola; Jerry Stevens (airplane de- 
signer), C. E. Kirkwood; Smiley 
Johnson (pilot), Cadet D. M. Pet- 
ty; Bob Wilkins (reporter), Cadet 
W. M. McGinty; B. P. Jenkins (in- 
surance adjuster), J. H. Scarbo- 
rough. 
Dr. R. E. Ware and Gus Geer 
will be in charge of the scenery, 
and Ed Caulkins and C. E. Kirk- 
wood will produce the lighting and 
sound effects. 
Gilbert Miller is director of the 
play. 1 
Expert Dairyman 
Says Local Herd 
Rates With Best 
Glenn M. Householder, director 
of the extension service of the 
Holstein-Friesian AasociatiCiA of 
America, in a letter to Professor 
J. P. LaMaster, head of the dairy 
department, recently said .that the 
Clemson herd of Holstein cattle 
was one of the finest college herds 
he had ever seen. 
Mr Householder sair, in part, 
"The South Carolina College, of Ag- 
riculture at Clemson has the best 
college herd that I have ever 
seen south of tne intense dairy 
region of our country, and one of 
the best college herds without re- 
gard to the location." He also con- 
gratulated the Tiger football team 
in his letter. 
Householder visited the Clemson 




To Anderson College 
In a broadcast originating in 
WAIM's Clemson studios yesterday 
afternoon, Dr. Enoch W. Sikes and 
several Clemson student leaders sa- 
luted Anderson College on its 29th 
birthday. 
The half hour program opened 
with a musical selection by John 
Dysent, member of the Clemson 
band. Following a short message 
from Manly Stallworth, president of 
the senior class, Dr. Sikes spoke 
on the "good neighbor, Anderson 
College." Other musical selections 
were rendered by Stiles Stribling, 
and greetings were sent to Ander- 
son by Cadet Colonel Alex Graham, 
President Crawford Lawton of the 
Tiger Brotherhood, and Editor 
James Lever, of the Tiger. 
Bill Wade introduced the speak- 
ers and conducted ttie program 
which was arranged by Earl Mazo 
with the cooperation of Wilton E. 
Hall, Anderson publisher and owner 
of station WAIM. 1 
Mills Attends 
State Meeting 
Professor W. H. Mills, of the de- 
partment of rural sociology, attend- 
ed the state meeting of the Farm- 
ers Mutual Insurance Association 
in Columbia Tuesday and Wednes- 
day of this week. 
Professor Mills was instrumental 
in the development of mutual in- 
surance in South Carolina and 
has been an active member of the 
organization for a number of years. 
Young Demo Cards 
Are Here, Treasurer 
Awtrey Announces 
Bill Awtrey, treasurer of the 
Young Democrats club here, 
this week announced that the 
national membership cards are 
here and that persons desiring 
to purchase theirs may do so 
through him. 
The Clemson chapter hopes 
to have a large representation • 
of delegates at the spring raUy 
to be held in Columbia around 
the first of March. These 
membership cards, which sell 
~at $1.00 each, will entitle bearer 
to all the privileges of the con- 
vention, including the banquet 
and dance, Awtrey said. 
Bill Wade, president, was in- 
formed by the state president, 
Jack Page, this week that the 
Clemson charter had been ap- 
plied for and will probably be 




Earl Mazo, retiring editor of The 
Tiger, in a letter to Executive 
Secretary P. B. Holtzendorff, of 
the YMCA, this week thanked the 
official for his many services to 
the Clemson college newspaper 
during the past year. 
Mazo's letter said, in part: 
"Please accept my thanks, and 
the good wishes of the retiring Ti- 
ger executive staff, for the many 
big and little things you have done 
for us during the past year. 
"Besides your personal friend- 
ship and encouragement, which 
was invaluable, you provided 
means fdr rewarding to some ex- 
tent the rank and file of Tiger 
writers and workers. The open 
houses and shows that you gave 
us were, I am sure, a factor in 
making for the success of the 
1939-40 Tiger." 
Included in the Clemson YMCA's 
extensive student program is a 
plan for rewarding deserving stu- 
dents who work for the college in 
extra curricula activities. Members 
of the Tiger circulation staff and 
others who are said to be the 
backbone of the newspaper are 





Representatives of the General 
Electric company, the Baily Meter 
Company, and the Goodyear Tire 
and Rubber Company will interview 
Clemson men as prospective em- 
ployees during the latter part of 
February and the early part of 
March, Dr. S. B. Earle, dean of the 
school of engineering, said this 
week. 
The Bethelehem Steel company 
recently interviewed men here and 
offered positions to P. F. Rivers, 
civil engineer, G. M. Miller, elec- 
trical engineer, and J. A. Winfield, 
mechanical  engineer. 
SUMMER  SCHOOL DATES 
The Clemson College Summer 
School will be held from June 
10th through July 15th, it was an- 
nounced today by W. H. Wash- 
ington, summer school dean. Mr. 
J. C. Armstrong, U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture Tobacco ex- 
pert, will offer a two week course 




All Clemson students inter- 
ested in trying out for Gamma 
Alpha Mu, honor writers fra- 
ternity, have been asked to 
come by the Tiger office, Main 
building, Tuesday evening, Feb. 
20, immediately after long roll. 
Cadets will sign otf with first 
sergeants. 
At this Tuesday meeting, all 
features of the writers organ- 
ization will be explained, and 
old members aplenty will be on 
hand to give advice and coun- 
sel. 
Membership requirements are: 
the candidate for membership 
must write at least two pieces 
(fiction, drama, poetry, journal- 
ism, belle lettres); these to be 
turned in to Professor John 
Lane, fraternity faculty adviser, 
before April 1; Dr. Octavus 
Roy Cohen is sole judge of the 
manuscripts. 
Membership is open to all 
classes.-As a special inducement, 
freshmen of this class ac- 
cepted into the rraternity will 




G. R. Taylor, graduate of the 
architectural school in 1936 was 
recently appointed chief architect 
for the Pennsylvania Turnpike 
Commision. Mr. Taylor's offices are 
at  Harrisburg,   Pennsylvania. 
Maybank Wires 
Best Wishes To 
Neely & Howard 
In a telegram which he sent to 
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward 
on the eve of the Alumni banquet 
in the college mess hall recently, 
Governor Burnet R. Maybank ex- 
tended his best wishes to Jess Nee- 
ly in his new position with Rice 
University. 
The telegram said: 
"I regret exceedingly not to be 
with you at your farewell party for 
Jess Neely. Please express to Coach 
Neely my wishes for his continued 
success in his great work in de- 
veloping sportsmanship and success 
in his football teams. I would like 
to be with you also to extend to 
Coach Howard my sincerest good 
wishes and hope for the contin- 
uance of Clemson's outstanding 
record of which, we are all so proud. 
Burnet R. Maybank, Governor. 
Registrar To Edit 
Convention News 
Registrar G. E. Metz was this 
week appointed by W. S. Hoffman, 
president of the American Asso- 
ciation of Collegiate Registrars, to 
serve as co-editor of the conven- 
tion news sheet, to be issued daily 
during the national convention iri 
April. 
Serving with Metz will be Regis- 
trar C. S. Wilkins of John Tarle- 
ton Agricultural college, Stephen- 
ville, Texas. 
Patrolmen Will 
Put Teeth Into 
Traffic Rules 
Clemson students and resi- 
dent motorists were this week 
urged to observe cautiously the 
stop signs located at danger- 
ous  campus   intersections. 
Highway Patrolman G. B. 
DuBose, in a statement to the 
Tiger, said that he and other 
highway officials wttl concen- 
trate on enforcing the traf- 
fic laws on the campus. "Sim- 
ple observance of the signs 
will prevent accidents that 
may be dangerous," Patrolman 
DuBose said. 
Stop signs to be noted espe- 
cially are those located at the 
three-way intersection by the 
library, and those located at 
the Chiggorville intersections 
with the state highway, he 
said. 
W. A. Hambright, '35, is the 
secretary - treasurer and manager 
of the Spartanburg Production 
Credit Association. Hambright re- 
ceived his masters from the Uni- 
versity of Maryland.       ' 
ANN MILLER, star of stage and screen, now appearing 
in George White's Scandals, is definitely the outstanding 
dance discovery of our time . .. and a discovery more and 
more smokers are making everyday is that CHESTERFIELDS 




AND  BETTER-TASTING 
You'll always find these 
two qualities at their best, plus a 
far cooler smoke, in Chesterfield's 
Right Combination of the world's 
best cigarette tobaccos. 
JVlake your next pack Chesterfield and 
see for yourself why one smoker tells another 
They Satisfy. You can't buy a better cigarette. 
hesterfield 
The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette 
MAKE YOUR 
NEXT PACK 
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